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wordsearch c+f+  under  because it could be 'sphere'  or 'spherical' 

 
ust a quick round-up of more recent hidden texts lines which had one of the within it. 
f you have become a firm believer in our "Younger Elder"  Chani, who has provided this information; 
then, like me, who cannot stop working on them, (and I mean, can not); in order to keep on learning: 
You will see that these are in no particular order – just as I found them and not re-arranged. 

 

Not only "Younger Elder" Chani, but younger elder  Nostradamus too!   (C+F+10 5 4)         From  Da Vinci:  

 e grande frutto in nella sommità di sé       the English:  and the topmost remarkable fruit within itself  (DNA)   

SUGGESTS TO IDIOTS IT IS FLAT AND STILL OF MISLEADS TRUE GEM ALIGNMENT.
ROTATION. RAISES GREAT EMOTIONS,   IS TORTURERS DEMONSTRATION IMMATURE MINDLESSNESS DISSEMINATION
ISN'T INFORMED ,   

FEEL MEAD'S MEANINGFUL LINE EDITS DEFAULT MI ANGELS' MOST GLUM UGLIEST: LISTINGS DEFINE DAUNTING 
DISMAL MENTAL SENTIMENT; INSINUATED GIFTED DATA MANIFEST. DO MAINTAIN DILIGENT LISTENING TO NELL 
o We learned that the vertical nefer (duodenum) hieroglyph refers to those giants with con-

nections to reptilian (the Anakim), we have learned that DUNG refers to the Pleiades Cluster and ATLAS is one of the named 
stars therein. So saying, not just Alcyone, but Atlas too, has been infiltrated by the reptilians, just as we are. By some strange 
coincidence, the very last words in the previous forum related to ATLAS not being named in current astronomy, confirming 
that which I was taught as a child via Kim's Game (my mother's idea) to always observe – and seek what has been omitted. 

 This applies in particular to art and photos – where people have a habit of editing out (cropping) that which you should see!
Another star system in the Pleiades is named and that word is mentioned 19 times in the Template.      Requiring an 
entire forum of their own, my suspicion is that we will find their star system has also been invaded by reptilian interests over 
millennia, making three of the nine stars in the Pleiades containing "fallen angels". Not their fault either, simply because they 

 are not warrior races.  This on its own may be our own saving grace – that we must defend ourselves by any means available.
o INTRUSIONAL FROSTIER MAGNITUDE a hint which proves Earth is ROTUND, (a word which is actually in this line too) that if 

she were flat, there would be no ice and snow intruding  RE-STORED  in the manner which it does... [NUMERATED] – at 
"both ends".  If you put more thought into it, there might be ice, but only at one "end".                    

o My own favorite argument against flat Earth questions why in an eclipse do all Earthlings not see it at the same time? 
o not mentioned, that is, omitted, by flat earthers.  Sadly the cloned current 

Michael Tellinger has become one of these "flat earthers".  Forgetting that Ala.Lu himself described twice, our planet in ca 
4,000 year old clay tablets (which I am sure, Tellinger must have read)  as "an alluring blue ball".  
That Billy Meier was taken back to see our two moons and parked behind them the round blue marble. Caught with his 
trusty Polaroid which you can see for yourself by typing in your search  SECRET PHOTO ALBUM OF BILLY MEIER video 

  
      video Billy Meier Time Travel Photographs ("camera nut") video Billy Meier Secret Photo Album (C+F+9 22) 

ROTUND EARTH 

10 56  2  Grand fleux de fang fortira par sa bouche    a big flux of blood will come out of its mouth 
GOD EXPANDS ON ROTUND EARTH:  
FOX GARBLING IOUR BRAINS, EARTH IS NOT FLAT.  
FOX  FLOGGED THIS FARCE,  FUNDED  PRONOUNCES  
EARTH NOT ROUND GARBAGE, CONFOUNDING IOU   
UUITH ODD PARADOX;  NASA SCRAPES BARREL 
TESTING  SPREAD E.L.F.  FLUORIDE  ETC.   (aluminium, biogens, boulangerite, bromide, lithium, mercury, taenia and titanium dioxide) 

 FOX in other lines is Parvechal who is  a warrior lord in  “the other moonship” with Enlil/YHWH 
 E.L.F. Extra Low Frequency 

4 26 4 Ciutad trahido per cinq lengos non nudos 

UNDULATES  STUPENDOUS CONTORTED ANNUAL/orbit IN SHOCKING SUDDEN DANK DARKENING.  

HOT SUPER UOLCANO CONDITIONED QUEER NIGHTS DOES NOTHING (first week Dec. 2017 – in Serbia) 

j 
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 AND THINK:  

DISCORDANT POLES, (PLURAL) CERN'S CRETINS CONDITIONED  

RESONATES, CONSTANT HINDERING.                                                      see the word MIGRAINE in other forums 

o for those ‘flat Earthers’ the word Rotund means ‘almost round’ – super volcano eruptions causing our orbit to change, drastically. The 

sudden darkness would be caused by two things, the orbit in its new ‘ANNUAL’ position and the volcanic pall 

4 26 3b) lou gach deffous lastrei- 
OLD ALLAH-LU LUCIFER HAS USEFUL RICH ELITE HALF-RACE,  

division: anything to have us all disunited! 
o Well, the idea or meme certainly has divided people into those who do not think logically and those who do. 

There are three I can think of  (apart from the Apollo Missions) who were in outer space looking back at Earth 
1) Ala.Lu when he first found the planet (Lost Tablets of Endubsar) where Ala.Lu made two comments  

a) that he had found an "alluring blue ball" and then b) compared that "alluring ball" to Nibiru 
2) Then there is Billy Meier who was taken by his Pleiadians back to the era of the Dinosaur, taking his trusty 

Polaroid with him to photograph the two moons we had back then. In the back ground of that photo is a perfectly 
round Earth 

3) Then there are the perpetual abductee/s (from childhood) such as David Huggins who has painted all the 
creatures and events he has experienced. One of his paintings is of a Graal showing him the blue round Earth out 
of  a porthole window. 

 

Long before these false flat-earth memes,  about fifty years before;  
a young David Huggins is shown the view from what we have been 
learning is a planetoid not far from our moon. (See the forum ICON) 
Also see it in crop circles with its long elliptical five day orbit of our 
moon.  These four (includes the photo I took of it Oct. 2008) appear  
in the forum ASTEROID COMET METEOR  but will appear here... 
The connecting link with David Huggins and the truth sits with the 
Synthetics of Huggins (the Succubus) which are the same described by 
abductee URANDIR  OLIVEIRA, Bolivia, who had pubic hair evidence 
removed and tested with the DNA results made available to the world 
the very same day Obama received his Nobel "peace" prize/earthfiles.com  

evidence which was pushed way to the back-burner and lost in the 
mechinations of the false shadow government owned media. 
Huggins as a young boy being shown Earth+ from the  planetoid here: 

           Nick Nicholson July 2008 
 

Lucy Pringle June 1998 

  
ʺHere is original 1969 footage from Apollo 11 of space not only showing our Earth, but also the rotation if you take screen 

shots of start and stop times for comparison. Not only that!!!                                                https://youtu.be/VrFFbyuQqt4 

The first 15 minutes is clear footage of the North Polar opening with clouds coming out from inside Earth. That's right: 

moist tropical air of HOLLOW EARTH coming out of the North polar opening, hitting the outer atmosphere, and creating 

cloud vapor. ʺ                                                 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VrFFbyuQqt4&feature=youtu.be 

You see Two different hemispheres – one with spring at quite the  same  timing as winter in the other.  
definition of hemi = half  [of]  definition of sphere = a round solid        (definition of sem.i = two [of], second, partly, half 

(Proving right there that Earth is “rotund”).  The texts recently gave a succinct explanation in:  
2 94 4 Sans efchapper vn quart d'vn milion:  i555  

 The camera being used here was one of the 
first diabolical digital types which require some 
arranging to get the focus. 
For one thing, this was at night, and secondly 
time was running out because this object 
travelling south to north (from the right to the 
left) was not hanging around. I only got two 
shots before it was gone.  
The object was dark rusty colour. 
H Mead-Parks Oct. 25 2008 

These three crop circles are 
saying the same thing. 
Earth [atmosphere], moon 
and a planetoid orbiting the 
moon, in a five day elliptical 
orbit (from these texts 

3 25 
). 

More recently NASA has 
come out and said we have 
"two moons". 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutu.be%2FVrFFbyuQqt4&h=ATPGahY0wM9x9WGSd4MQH28ZmNskuNaVZy4Y_ixNvynBeXZ6oNplYN3YjSLO1E5N3U5mlt73mkcgHSlE69YcWQEwLrgAIiDKXKDNBr-1-gYuOaggWY1Jc5oEoSUmO4iN9FsEvRlJPb7KuUBp_C6GTa6cfwdoRfWMXo6x3HWxV9Dtt0WRvtxqBtxxpXKTZaV17liq5CLQp2RzG_SI3wmlo5Cw6b7GDCXBxdSj3kMz4szLPvZNYqJme1Yv31FnI1F2q2PoqKzc1ob56LpXTBcY08TiY-0R0sk7LJQCKbGFRAXc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VrFFbyuQqt4&feature=youtu.be
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VALID EARTH'S SPHERE IS IN EQUAL NAMED QUADRANTS, MEANS OVEN summerAND  COLDER winterAT THE SAME TIME  

PINK QUEEN CASSEOPEA NEAR-VERTICAL PLANET   
 MAKES SODIUM SALT SEAS PERMANENT AS PONDS.  AMELIORATES  STORMS.  SPINS FAST AT SEVERAL MPH: VITAL 

AND NOT AS INFANT RANDOM VANISHER CLOUDS APRON FRONT VAST ATMOSPHERE SOUP:  
o right here in these two words is more proof. If we were flat the stars would not "vary" 
o AMELIORATES  STORMS  thinking of dry barren desert planet such as Mars & the violent storms which can appear 

MEAD PRINTS EACH HALF HEMISPHERE CLIMATE SPAN IS RECOVERED PRIMAEVAL FIRMAMENT ELOHIM  SPLENDOR.  

See or ask for the forum SIXDAYS   
and the word 'firmament' is not what people are being told it means.  By definition, the Latin says: 

around, round about; having two; [hemispheres]   behold                   firma = strong foundation      am = en =
ment = the mind.     ament = the power in Love 

SQUIRM SHRIMP CRAFT UAN V.I.P. VIRTUAL CON: MEDIA MADE UP MINDS ENTHRALLED ~ VENDS PRANK INVENTION: 

NASA DEMON LORDS: " SUN PANS ACROSS MAP, TURNS  INVERTED  FLAT:  THEREFORE  NO  POLE  FLIP  SCARE "   
QUA that topic already spoken about 

at this juncture I am forced to ask you to go to pages 34 & 35 of the pdf forum LANGUAGE IS ENGINEERED Aug.27. 2016  to see these maps 
albeit I could not resist adding more recent maps                          C+F+recentmaps

SIXDAYS – which overlapped once the seasons became Seasons 
Pre Cambrian – Cambrian. Seven eighths of Earth’s history      ELOHIM created Earth, space, time and light. 

Genesis 1:1-5 
Phanerozoic  spans 545 million years - Genesis 1:6-8 

Mesozoic “middle life” from 250 million years – Pangaea ~ clustered on one side of Earth        Genesis 1:9-13 

Jurassic, Permian, Triassic 199.6 million, created the days, sun, moon, & fixed stars  [zodiac]  in their place.  

Genesis 1:14-19 
Cretaceous  145 million to 65.5 million; created sea creatures and birds.  -                Genesis 1:20-23 Cenozoic, 

Eocene (Dawn) 33.7 million to Pliocene 5.332 million to Pleistocene 2.588 million, created land animals and man.   

Includes Miocene - Pliocene Regionally altered from 23.03 million to  5.332 million                               Genesis 1:24-27 
. Age of man Pliocene 2.588 million years of ice ages into Pleistocene to .0117 million into the age of modern man. 

 

2 94 4 Sans efchaper un quart d'un million:   i562 edition  ('q' = 'k') 
‘ ’.     no sharp dark night nor bright day 

THANKFUL SHE IS  KNOWN  SPHERICAL~   ROUND, SOLID, INNER TUNNELLED, AND HALLOWED.

PRINT MICHAEL PRINCE'S MANNEQUIN A.I. (INFANTS FARMED)  This article is well worth reading, write me if you would like a copy 

define  hallowed = to be made venerable, to be respected.  Michael Prince is the pen-name of James Casbolt 
pairs from my own full name: from HelenCockburnMead-Parks, (see herein): 

MEAD MADE SHARP DARK –  DEBUNKER HEAP, shapeshifter Alcyonese MOCKER-copierMODERN BLEND mongrel 1  BACKHANDER:

 
CHECK MAPS RESEARCH  INN /Earth...  SURROUNDS  A  ROUND  BARQUE –       see 10 75 1 Long awaited he will never return 

 
 the differential/gearing of our orbit & spin 

CHOSEN BOLD HUMAN PLEB MEAD~HER PEN  NUMBERS  UUHAT  MUCKRAKER  HENS /Grus RE-PLACED  re-placed the Quatrains 
1 mongrel   1 41 2 Peu efchapes :  non loing de mer conflict  
PARUECHAL EUNUCHISED, MONGRELISED,  GENTLE ALCIONE AS ‘MANURE’, PERFECT FENCE MEN CENTURIES  FOR  U.I.P  AND  M.P. 
1 41 2 b) non loing de mer conflict 
NECROTIC LEMON DEMON FONDLING ALCIONE, INCREMENT MONGREL, DNA INFECTION CONTROLLING,  DONE IN CONFLICT 
(I must go see the Euchariste to see which one is holding a lemon) 
CERN FELON TOLD OF INCOMING, CONTROLLING MOLDING LONG MONGREL INFECTION OF INNOCENT MILD MILL GOD (the Atlas & 
Alcyonese and now Plejaren Maia) OF NOT MENTIONED IN OLD CODING OF ONCE-TOLD GEORGE FILMING:  LONER CONNECTING 
o ok – now I see why they wanted this one done! No such thing as coincidence 
o MONGREL INFECTION mongrel meaning to mix non related and undesirable genes 
o GEORGE FILMING George Adamski purported to have filmed Pleiadians, but they were in Nazi Vril scout craft Anna Hayes states: 
“Human looking Pleiadian-Nibiruian-Anunnakim hybrid “Blondes”; Nibiruian-Sirian, Nephilim, Anunnaki-humans (Sirian-Anunnaki) 

1 82 1 Quand les colomnes de bois grande tremblee , 

ELITE ADDICTED TO COLD-BLOODED MAN-MONGREL,the Nephilim Alcyone QUEER CROSS-BRED ‘ANGEL’ OANNES ALCIONE IN U.N.:  
CONGRESS SCAMMING ROCK’S (Earth)/vb CLIMATE  ELEMENTS,       SCROOGE’S GREED DESOLATES,  Earth 

 e rapaci animali del paese vostro.      the English :      and animals prey on your [own] country. 
HALLUCINATES  INATTENTIVE  CARPETED                                                                         by chemtrails etc   
ANTICIPATE  SAD URAL-ALTAIC EVENT SEVENTEENTH  DAN/Scorpio  
 [Nov 8th] could mean Scorpio in 2017  or  2018 (but we have seen the year of the rat 2020, a leap year, for this) 

 

Elder is also a date – Sagittarius...  if a nuclear event happened in early Nov, the DNA ACTUALITIES  would come later, in Sagittarius 
 begging the question: are the "darts from the skies"  (California & Spain) nuclear? C+F+NUCLEAR 

 

http://www.biblegateway.com/cgi-bin/bible?language=english&passage=Genesis+1%3A1-5&version=NIV
http://www.biblegateway.com/cgi-bin/bible?language=english&passage=Genesis+1%3A6-8&version=NIV
http://www.biblegateway.com/cgi-bin/bible?language=english&passage=Genesis+1%3A9-13&version=NIV
http://www.biblegateway.com/cgi-bin/bible?language=english&passage=Genesis+1%3A14-19&version=NIV
http://www.biblegateway.com/cgi-bin/bible?language=english&passage=Genesis+1%3A20-23&version=NIV
http://www.biblegateway.com/cgi-bin/bible?language=english&passage=Genesis+1%3A24-27&version=NIV
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7 24 4  Grand de Lorraine par le Marquis du Pont.  ‘q’ = ‘c’ & ‘k’     
LARGER ALIEN RING LORD MARDUQ  R (Draco)  
ORDERS ELITE PLAGIARISE/clones;  PLUNDERING IGNORANT  PROLETARIAN…  AND GRISLIER ADRENAL/halal 
READ: MARDUK  INTRUSIONAL ANGEL– IS DREAD PROPER POLLUTER IN  
LONDONDER  DREADING  DISPARATE  ANGLO-INDIAN  PERILOUS RADIATION  ADULTERS  PRENATAL  DNA PROP.ER 
  IN DAN./Scorpio   where ‘prop’ is nature 

 Tellinger,  David Icke:   

 

 
GUILE IS LARGE CLAUSE  PERIL: MINOR KÏNDER PUPILS KIDNAPPER,  

 
ADORE PUTIN QUARRELS LEONARDO’S  U.N. DARK LEMON MONGRELS.  
PUTIN  APPLIED  DARING  PARDON NERD,  INTREPID ALARMER  
DEPLORING UK LORD’S  NEUU ‘PEDDLED AROUND UUORLD’   

 PRINT GREAT IDIOTS PEDDLING CERN MURDER,
 ‘TORN INUUARD’ IS  MORE DIRE PARANORMAL  PLOT.   

IS NARROUU MINDED MAD ELITE UUARLORDS 
 

IS DISREPAIRED – ALARM IS RAMPAGED:  9 44 4 bucking Earth 
DRAUUING  SPRAUULING  SINK  APERTURE DANGER – GRIM MAP IN   ADORE-SCORPIO DATE.     Halloween 

REASON RARE ANDROMEDA,  GARDENER NURTURER,
 QUAD LEG (from the 'Leg' of Pegasus, one of the Elohim) 

these texts  ENIGMAS  PLANT  RARE  SUUORD = DESPAIR  UUORDS   

 TINKER SATELLITES  MANTID OARS/Argo  IMPAIRED,
AROUND ROTUND PLANET,  PRIMED; RETARDED RANGE  
PRENATAL before it was due   

MALIGNANT NEMESIS SARAN DRAGON (RAIDING POOR)  
MADE PEN written  

 
 

o there were other words such as  PRAETORIAN REPTILE EMPIRE INTRUDER & MANIPULATE  &  AIM ERUPTING etc. which we 
have seen before.  Also AIM PORN AT PROLE, AIM ‘SMART’ MAGNETIC  PLUNDER, but sometimes one thinks one is wasting    
their breath. For me, the most important message is to keep your guns loaded.  

o The kidnapping of school children (kindergarden pupils) is of highest alarm, the way those schools are doing those so called       
bus drills – sadly, the public will believe their ‘govern-ment’ regarding false invasions and ‘darts from skies’ 

o DARING  PARDON  NERD  this refers to a computer hacker somewhere who discovered the black space ops. This person must be an 
English person (McKenna?) due to the UK clue. This means that Putin must have leaned on someone to have the whistle blower 
released.  More importantly – that someone had heard  him! 

o IN ANKLE means in Aquarius – the Mantids from Argo (Oars) have ‘primed’ the range of satellites before they’re ‘born’ 
o QUAD, the ‘square’ is the ‘field’ of Pegasus   LEG means from Scheat in the ‘leg’ of Pegasus, and this is what the amputated leg in 

hieroglyphics means too. These are the little bluish greys of the Elohim. 
 DESPAIR  UUORDS =  all of these texts could be said to be ‘words of despair’.  Planted. Both Nostradamus and  Da Vinci and 

all those others with the Cassiopeian and Andromedan ‘message’ are the ‘sword’ of the Elohim.
- so here is another reason for bringing forward the ages (medieval, 

dark, and great ages) using the “pen” – which we have seen in the removing of the Jesus prefix “j” or “i” by clerics.  
No error with it due to the word “MADE”. 

9 96 4 Nettront feu, mort, de fang effufion. Putting/causing fire, death, plenty of blood. 
FIFTEEN a date or the enigmatic Fifteen of wingmakers  

(round Earth)  (ROTTEN TURN OFF) 

FORTUNATE  ORNAMENT (Nostradamus)   (forwarned)  TRUE  UNGARMENTED...     (disclosed) 
TORMENT GONE,  NOT MATURED.   
FAT  FRAGMENT FOUND  ‘FORGETS TO TURN OFF’   

 Earth 

SUN FORMS METEORITE, GUTTER  MADE  IN NOON HURLED A METEORITE   is a meteor which manages to hit Earth 
ORNAMENT  Nostradamus  and or Libra.  FRONT-MOUNTED  forewarned + NOON = the middle of 
1 46 2 FABULOUS unbelievable  INTRIGUE  flat earth lie = DETRACTS , AND  UNDERMINES 

5 99 1 Milan, Ferrare, Turin & Aquilleye,  (‘q’ can be ‘c’, ‘f’ can be ‘s’)            

military industrial media complex 
QUARRELLER SINE ALIEN ANU IS ILLUMINATI EYE: AIMS UNREALITY,  
NUMERATES FAULTIER RAIN,  
RUNS FREAK RULERS TERRAIN...  
RULE  INFANTILE  KILLER, RULE FILAMENT, RULE INFERTILITY, 
RANK

 
MINERAL TAR  IN UUATER UUELL, fracking          RULE  FEAR 
 LUNAR ARK QUEEN  C+F+3 2  LINK E'A ART;  2020 get MODERN MEANING OF QUATRAINS 
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where ANKLE URN means the month of Aquarius, and the qualifying of the “Queen” as Cassiopeia is necessary now due to 

others taking a ‘queen’ to mean “laying the pupae, eggs or live   of reptiles”.  LUNAR ARK  C+F+3 2   =  SUPER  above  LUNAR 
NURSERIES 3 25 4  with many Other lines regarding “LUNAR SUPER NURSERIES”:  2. 2. 1 – 4. 85 2 – 9. 91 3 – 10. 92 3 – 7. 41 4 
o 7 24 4 in LETTER 32, REINCARNATION  
PRIMORDIAL DEROS DERANGED CERN, IS DISREPAIRED – ALARM IS RAMPAGED, DRAUUING  SPRAUULING  SINK  APERTURE 
DANGER – GRIM MAP IN  ADORE-SCORPIO DATE.    and see NOBLE  =  the same date again!  
Seems yo me this must be in ‘under eighteen’ of 10 39 
REASON  GARDENER NURTURER & ENIGMAS  PLANT  RARE  SUUORD =   DESPAIR  UUORDS 

POLARISED  UUEIRD  Cepheus UUARLORDS:  
Mantids from Argo PRIMED RETARDED RANGE  PRENATAL before it was  TINKER SATELLITES AROUND ROTUND PLANET,  

due to be used   IN ANKLE: Aquarius, RAT YEAR  says 5 99 1 noting 2020 rat year is a leap year too 

 

If there was ever a reliable witness – one who has been uplifted too many 
times to account for, since he was eight years old, it would be David Huggins 
who painted his experiences. 
Here he is being shown by a Graal – a view of the blue gem, the round Earth. 
 

A comment made by Ala.Lu [written in clay tablets from ca 4,000 years ago] 
on seeing our planet for the first time and send-ing the message back to the 
Anu king that he had found an “alluring blue ball” planet, one with much gold. 

“Alalu could but glimpse it: On its destined course from Alalu's path it was quickly moving. 
Then snow-hued Earth appeared, the seventh in the celestial count. 
Toward the planet Alalu set his course, to a destination most inviting.  
Smaller than Nibiru was its alluring blue ball, weaker than Nibiru's was its attracting net. 
Its atmosphere thinner than Nibiru's was, clouds were within it swirling. 
Below, the Earth to three regions was divided: 
Snow white at the top and on the bottom, blue and brown in between. 
Deftly Alalu spread the chariot's arresting wings around the Earth's ball to circle. 
In the middle region dry lands and watery oceans he could discern.” 
The Second Tablet. Lost Book of EnKi. Zecharia Sitchin. 

11 #12  Seigneurs Genaudan Eglise    c o d e s  w i t h i n  c o d e s  – S i x a i n e  1 2  C e n t u r i e s  E l e v e n  

 Ayse  

  concise/compactly Latin  its   origin 
 richly adorned  

ANU IGUANA, EAGLE, DUNGS  LIED  SAUSAGE  ING, LIED SUNNIER, GASES SEAS, GREEN GARDENS, AGREED:  treaties 
IS  you NEGLIGEE see thru  UNGENUINE,  EAGERNESS  DIS-EASES:  IS GEAR  SINGULAR  GENDER,  RENEGADE  SEED 
SUNG IDLE GUNS = LIDS shut down GENES,  INDEED GENUS – ENGAGES DIE LUNGS (NIL AIR ENSUE) IN INDIA  REED 

ENSNARES - GUARD RE: RUDE GAIN ‘NEED’  technology –  USES  AGE  DEGREES  GUILE 
 

 SUNG IDLE GUNS = LIDS shut down GENES,  INDEED GENUS  so saying why we need to defend ourselves with guns 
– those in government (control) of the public are ruled by those with the “renegade seed” agenda, aimed  
at preventing  us from breeding on,  which is what  “indeed [lids] genus”  means!  An Enlil theme. 

 GUARD RE: RUDE ‘GAIN’. this is referring to the technology ‘gained’ by the treaties – tv, ‘smart’ everything  
  ENSNARES  once more telling us that the ‘age degree’, our calendars, have been USES AGE DEGREES GUILE

used against us (in the clause enactment, naming the date of Treaty Nine-2014 for ‘trade in children’ only 
there are over a thousand years yet before 2014, indeed, even 2012, and this includes the Age of Aquarius.  

 DIE is also a  date, in Virgo... REED is in Scorpio, ties with:  4 92 1 Teste tranchee du vaillant capitaine, 
HALLUCINATES  INATTENTIVE  CARPETED   by chemtrails etc  ANTICIPATE  SAD URAL-ALTAIC EVENT SEVENTEENTH  

DAN/Scorpio [Nov 8th] could mean Scorpio in 2017  

ETHICAL ELDER : PARENT  DNA  ACTUALITIES.  Elder is also a date – Sagittarius if a nuclear event happenned in early Nov, the DNA ACTUALITIES would come later 

URAL-ALTAIC this could be the « ANGLO-INDIAN » radioactivity  in : 

7 24 4  Grand de Lorraine par le Marquis du Pont.  ‘q’ = ‘c’ & ‘k’    LARGER ALIEN RING LORD MARDUQ  R (Draco) ‘R’ (Celtic date of Sagittarius)  

ORDERS ELITE PLAGIARISE/clones;  PLUNDERING IGNORANT  PROLETARIAN… AND GRISLIER ADRENAL/halal 

READ: MARDUK  INTRUSIONAL ANGEL–IS DREAD PROPER DNA POLLUTER IN DAN TO ELDER a date – Sagittarius 
LONDONDER  DREADING  DISPARATE  ANGLO-INDIAN  PERILOUS RADIATION  ADULTERS  PRENATAL  PROP.ER  IN DAN.  

where ‘prop’ is nature and LONDONER is David Icke 
 Tellinger  David Icke:  POINT OUT REPULSION UNGODLIER  MARDUQ 

MONSANTO–DUPONT PARANOID ROUNDUP pun DREAMERS,  GREMLINS  RANSOMING ARE QUARRELING  GRIM ON PARADISE 
GUILE IS LARGE CLAUSE  PERIL: MINOR KÏNDER PUPILS KIDNAPPER, KILL, PREPARED, PULPED, DRIED UP, DRANK DRIPPING  

ADORE PUTIN QUARRELS LEONARDO’S  U.N. DARK LEMON MONGRELS. PUTIN  APPLIED  DARING  PARDON NERD,  
INTREPID ALARMER DEPLORING UK LORD’S  NEUU ‘PEDDLED AROUND UUORLD’  SPACE’S  NARROUU  LONG  DART  
‘UUINS  UUORLD  TERROR’ NOUU.  PRINT GREAT IDIOTS PEDDLING CERN MURDER, ‘TORN INUUARD’ IS  MORE DIRE 
PARANORMAL  PLOT.  UUINTER  DROUUNING: IS NARROUU MINDED MAD ELITE UUARLORDS  ‘RAPTURE REUUARD’. 
PRIMORDIAL DEROS DERANGED CERN, IS DISREPAIRED – ALARM IS RAMPAGED, DRAUUING  SPRAUULING  SINK  
APERTURE DANGER – GRIM MAP IN  ADORE-SCORPIO DATE.   REASON  GARDENER NURTURER &  

Now come, 
Write it on a sealed tablet, 
as a book engrave it; 
Let it be a witnessing until the 
last day, a testimony for all time. 
Isaiah 30:8 

 

please accept 

apologies  for 

apparent 

duplications – each 

has a differing 

detail held within it 
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You will see that these are in no particular order – just as I found them and not re-arranged. which is 
why some are duplicated. They have been kept as they were published since some were expounded.

ENIGMAS  PLANTS  RARE  SUUORD =  POLARISED UUEIRD DESPAIR  UUORDS : ARM LEPSARIA UUARLORDS

 TINKER SATELLITES AROUND ROTUND PLANET,  PRIMED RETARDED RANGE PRENATAL  IN ANKLE: 

MALIGNANT NEMESIS SARAN DRAGON (RAIDING POOR) MADE PEN MODERN AQUARIUS AGE- 
ARROGANT PRIG NAME-DROPPER GREER (PROPER RAT) RENDERS DOMINATE DISCLOSURE,   NOT OUR DREADED PART
o there were other words such as  PRAETORIAN REPTILE EMPIRE INTRUDER & MANIPULATE  &  AIM ERUPTING etc. 

which we have seen before. Also AIM PORN AT PROLE, AIM ‘SMART’ MAGNETIC PLUNDER, but sometimes one thinks 
one is wasting their breath. For me, the most important message is to keep your guns loaded.  

o The kidnapping of school children (kindergarden pupils) is of highest alarm, the way those schools are doing those so 
called bus drills – sadly, the public will believe their ‘govern-ment’ regarding false invasions and ‘darts from skies’ 

o DARING  PARDON  NERD  this refers to a computer hacker somewhere who discovered the black space ops. 
This person might be an English person (McKenna?) due to the UK clue, yet could be Snowden.  This means that Putin 
leaned on someone to have the whistle blower released.  More importantly – that someone had heard  him! 

o IN ANKLE means in Aquarius – the Mantids from Argo (Oars) have ‘primed’ the range of satellites before they’re ‘born’ 
o the ‘square’ is the ‘field’ of Pegasus means from Scheat in the ‘leg’ of Pegasus, and this is what the 

amputated leg in hieroglyphics means too. These are the little bluish greys of the Elohim. One of which stayed with 
Whitley Strieber for a week. 

o DESPAIR  UUORDS = all of these texts could be said to be ‘words of despair’. Planted.  Both Nostradamus and  Da 
Vinci and all those others with the Cassiopeian and Andromedan ‘message’ are the ‘sword’ of the Elohim.  

o MADE PEN RAILED RAPID PASSAGE MODERN AQUARIUS- so here is another reason for bringing forward the ages 
(medieval, dark, and great age) using the “pen” – which we have seen in the removing of the Jesus prefix “j” or “i” 
by clerics. No error with it due to the word “MADE”. 

UR EA ALERT REUUARD MEAD-PARKS RAPTURE-LIKE DOOR PORTAL MAN-LIKE PAD:  IN A PLURAL UNDERTAKING  IN 
SPRING EARS DIURNAL IN LEAP ANNUAL,  IS A NATURAL URANIL PERIL.   (GRANDILOQUENT ORATER ALERT TO ALIEN 

TO RUDE DRUNKEN LIAR, IS DARKER ILL-NATURED PILE, LINKS RANK PAIN IN ADRENAL PART kidneys). DALEK, 
o SPRING/September  EARS/Virgo  DIURNAL/equinox IN LEAP/2016 2020 ‘man-like pad’ see ‘shed’ previous forum 
o It was exactly this day in 2011 that Nostradamus also met his death 
4:99:4 Allan Webber’s template  QUERIE: SPHERES HESPERIDESwestern hemisphere: saying a flat Earth would not have vertical hemispheres 

PERISHES IN SHED; END OF PURPOSING
 (Task) 

UP
.
IN

.
SPRING.  SPHERE

.
PROFUSION.      the expected false invasion     

HESPERIS
.
REEQUIPS

.
EQUIPPERS

.
SENDS

.
PROOF

.
EQUIP    U.S.A. causes  false invasion.   

MOON,Icon PINK QUEEN’S Black Knight  ALIGN.  REUUINDS PERU SLIP IN IS RANDOM DANGER ORNATE ADORE, 

http://www.johnkettler.com/ufo-war-now-covers-entire-pacific-exploding-story/  
http://helenastales.weebly.com/blogue/amateur-astronomer-spots-giant-black-cube-near-moon7604162 

 From the name MICHELDENOSTRADAMUS

MAD LEECH Hirudo 'crown' of Orion SCHEME CHESS MADE M.E. DIESEL OIL  ACHES  ROTUND  EARTH,  
DANCES ISAIAH'S  DISMAL  Virgo SHADE AROUND,  IDLES MILES, LET SEAS LURCH, MAIMS 

NASA SCAMS, LIES ACIDS MESH, SMASH LAND SEAMS  CHASM AROUND, EMITS THEIR 'CLIMATE' MIRTH 
SEEM DEMISE  IN ARM CAM IDLES, CALMED DIM LANES ENDS A.D. AMID INCEST CHILD CLAIMS 

AMID MALE NASAL DERO SADISM CAME  TO CHASE,  SLICE, EAT  DAMSELS, MAIDS SONS 

HEED RIDE THIS SHAM CASH CHAOS LOCH NESS LIED,  AMISS, ELSE  CLASH ASH TIDE 
CLASHES  SLIM  ACE DAHL, AISE  DECIMALS  SAME NAME  MILD MEDICAL SIDE AIMS 
HE  ASHAMED, ISSUED EDICTS CHASE; HAD HIDDEN MALICE DILEMMA  ONES 
EACH MEAD-DAME EMAIL MEDIA SHED SHE SCHOOLS SEE: CITE DECLAIMS  
ICED ARES IDEAL NAMED INDUSTRIAL DEEM'D  SOLDIERS MEDAL NEED                    
CHARMER MOUSE IDEA LIARS SCALED MESSIAH CLASSER RACE    classed into where on the pyramid one stands 
NEED  MUSLIM HEADLESS CHILDREN DEEDS 
HIS ELITE  MISLEADS ;  HAS COME IN DISCS:  HASSLE CASE 
HINDERS AMID CAMELS ATLAS  DNA MESHED SEEDS                  Pleiades Atlas overtaken by Camelopardalis Anakim 
TUNES  SATANISM HAM (CLUMSIEST HAND)  IN NUTS                this was Hazelnuts date 
MANTIDS STAUNCH HAIL, SENDS COLD MUD CHASTENS MUCH 
SHUT LUNATIC ADULT MECHANISMS MODEST SEMANTIC CLUES LUST 
ATEN-ATNA NASA NUCLEAR SCUM MADE SUCH SLUT CAST AILMENTS MUST      slut = prostitute, having 'sold out' 
MINUTE A.I. SCANT NANO MACHINES HELD SUN'S HEAT, MANLINESS INSULT THUS                     fire from the skies 
MEUSLI  MUCIDNESS, HALTS DIMMEST TEDIUM  STAMINA THOU DUMMIES CITIES CLEANS   meusli/crop circles 
SUITED ANAL CANAL HUMAN MANIACS IN UNMATCHED TIMELESS  MISSALS AIR-MENU THEN MEANS  
ART STUDIO ARTISAN UINCI ADMITS NELLA  CHARMS: OUTS SCROTUM ALIEN RAIDERS DISHONOUR HID 
TO CRUSH MACHO STARDOM  ANU RICH RACISM TRASH RECTUM MANURE TURDS  MODE ENTRANCED TO RID 
THOU TEA-SHOD ANCHORET STUDENT UNDER,  RAT'S HOARD DATED RETURNED AISE SCRUMMED MUSIC 
IS  MASTERMIND HEALER COMMENTARIES  HAS HANDSOMEST [DEMON CENSORED] DULCIMER MELODIC 
SO MUDDED, CUTS ANTECHRIST'S COURTED  TRUE  MESSIAH'S STRANDED THEE,  DREAD HISS  
HER DOTS  RECANTED SACRED ELOHIM RODE CHARIOTS, LAST-CARD CHAIR MENDS THIS 

http://www.johnkettler.com/ufo-war-now-covers-entire-pacific-exploding-story/
http://helenastales.weebly.com/blogue/amateur-astronomer-spots-giant-black-cube-near-moon7604162
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from the name HELENCOCKBURNMEADPARKS   ('c' can be 'q') 

  tales 10 75 1 Lonr awaited he will never return 

CHECK MAPS, RESEARCH  SURROUNDS  A ROUND INN  BARQUE –  ship – vessel of any kind: alkhemye for the Earth 

  HERO HALO CHE-RUB     the differential/gearing of our orbit 

CHOSEN BOLD HUMAN PLEB HER NUMBERS PEN LAMB MUCKRAKER RE-PLACED                  the Quatrains re-placed 
DNA ORMANCER CHARMED ~ OLD LAME LONER BLOND MEAD ELECT NAMES UNENCUMBER: 

, shapeshifter Alcyonese copier, CLONER 
BACKHANDER PROUD NORMAL LEPER unknowing :  understand  UNBLOCKER,  KEN,           

- Ophiuchus  irius  RACE Grus formerly Phoenix-Bennu-Crane 
brains  

 

REAL MEAN REDNECK KNACKERS killers   
 (HEMP HELPS)  PARK BELCHER,  RED MUD BURNER PLAN.

BLACK-SHEEP HUNCHBACK SUPER-MEN DERO M.E. MUNCH, SNACK ON MEEK, DO SCAN 
ship-Earth  Sept 1-29 – so between Sept 22 – Oct. 1 

SUN-PALL AMOK RAN 
   – see images of all those with a black left eye, as if they have been lobotomized.   Trey Gowdy has one too
 BACKHANDER – like Gibbs does in NCIS, saying "wake up!" 
 CHASM = The Grand Canyon 

  
ASK NELL: SPUME ASH BELCH UP RANK SKUNK, BLACK CUBE PENRE LEECH-HEN  NASAL DERO MEN (SHRUNKEN PECKER) SCUM:  
KEEN CREEP M.E.(M.D.) UNSEEN HARM AND BEEN KNACKER PLEB; SUCK SPLEEN, HENCE IN BEECH,Yule NECK,Taurus SUCH DO COME 

 
9 76 2 Yƒƒu du peaultre de l'inhumain Neron, Issued from the pallet bloodlines of the inhuman Nero:/Roman-Norma-Anu  
(« u » is also « v ») 
NULLIFY, DEFY, U.N. URANIFEROUS from the heavens USURPER PRIDE TINY gray MULES’ HELL~FIRE  ANTENNAE DUE,  IS 

  this is saying the greys are responsible for the sasaring of homes (darts from the skies) RAMP UP HIDEOUS MURDER:

 

 

TRANS-HUMAN INFANT, UUIRY STURDY FUTILE PLUNDEROUS SOLDIER INFANTRY INTRUDERS (UNFIT FOR UUORDPLAY)  
o the super soldiers ‘born’ en vitro under S4 – UUORDPLAY = not intellectuals by any means 

ILL-HUMOURED FOUL SLIMEY FLY UP RETURN,  

o the giants of the « third peoples » of the Ante-Christ, to come out of Euphrates & Canadian latitudes  are in those lentil clouds and 
there are fantstic examples of these over Lorraine France. I almost considered doing a LORRAINE forum   DERO RETURN 
AUUE-FUL RARE SUPER ERUPTIONS RETARD ROTUNDEARTH, AND UNTOUUARD LESS SUNNY  

 One wonders why Prince Philip has been   
 included in this treatment 
One would think he would be part of  the 
aggressors...  
Is this something to do with clones? 
I ask because the prince Philip here seems 
to be lacking many of the very elderly 
wrinkles he normally does possess.  
Even Robert Downey owns more wrinkles 
than appears in this image. 
Being "born" as a pre-made adult means 
that clones do not "do" signs of aging. 
How easily we all are fooled.  
Trey Gowdy was another recent 'victim'. 
 

 C+F+8 52      LOBOTOMISED 

 brains  

 

 brains  
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10 8 DeSenegaliaComteMyrnarmee 

  

o On the main social connection web site there was and is a foolish meme going around that the Earth is flat. We did see lines pointing 
out that this was a scheme/test to see how badly affected by ANTENNAE the general public had become. By using Geo- desic GEOMETRY 
one can ascertain for themselves that the Earth was proven ROTUND for some centuries now. There are other forms of evidence which 
the elite try to disguise, and as usual, it is in what is omitted  that we find the required information. Such as no flight passeneger ever–in a 
Concorde Aerial trip, piped up saying ʺoh when we went out to the upper atmosphere, we saw our planet was not round !ʺ  
The other empirical evidence is that during a few weeks of the year our sun does not leave the polar skies but merely describes a 
circle as we spin!  It is called the time of the Midnight Sun.  This would not be possible had Earth been flat.  
ANENOMETER MASTER DOMINEERS: IS MEGASTAR’S/Nemesis EYE. Illuminati  DESECRATE MEMORY AGE TO STONE-AGE 
o ANENOMETER measures wind speed and direction. The Master of winds is EnLil-Ruach-YHWH  

9 67 1 Du hault des montz a` l'entour de Lizer,  From the height of the mountains around the Izere, (Spain) 
THRILLED URETHRALpatrarchal LOUTS UNMELODIZED, ALTERED DNA ZEST. DOES MUTATE, DULLS TIME-HONOURED HALO:  
DUTEOUS AUSTRALIAN SOUL-MATE UNDERSTANDS THIS IS RELATED TO INTERNAL LOUDMOUTH URANITE LIZARD 
DEMON HOODLUMS UUHO ILL-USED EARTH UNTESTED, NO EMOTION. ANU DOZEN DO INTEND ROUT ROTUND EARTH 

ROTUND EARTH it is almost as if They are aware of the idiot memes repeated regarding a flat Earth – when no 
one who had ever travelled using Concorde over its thirty year history said  ‘‘oh by the way, our planet is flat’’.  

9 22 DucMantorAlbe codes within codes  

ENTOMBED ABORTED, the entombment of Ninurta (the ‘brat’ aka James Casbolt) aborted indeed  DRACULA BRAT .... 
ALTER  DUCAL elite CULT CALENDAR, BECALM MANURE BARON CAME NOT MATURED came before their time 

COURTED DAMNABLE BRUTAL LACERATED, ONCE after MUDDED CALENDAR () TO CUT AND RE-ROUTE  
DUE TO UNTOLD MACABRE  TROUBLE ONTO CODED CLOUD MENU could also mean chemtrails 

LOADED ADORE-MA-ORNATE DATE  Libra in October

C+F=Meier   

 modus operandi CLOUD MENUphysically attached to Blue Mice project  

Pairs 
o 1 82 1 Quand les colomnes de bois grande tremblee When [the timing] columns of wood [Sequoia] great quaking 
[California] NINURTA DOUBLE EAGLE BULL MADE DEADENED, LOCKED SENSELESS, BECALMED CENTURIES IN 
SAQQARA TOMB.  EMERGES ABLE BODIED,  AT GREAT MADNESS EDGE. 
7 38 2 Picquer viendra fi rudement courir : stolen (abducted) will become so hard to run (made 'quadriplegic'/'asynergia' unable to move) 

ASYNERGIAM 8 76 3  "PARALYSE GATHERING  8 97 4, QUADRIPLEGIA  2 86 1" 

MEAD PARCS RE-FORMS RUDIMENTARIE MURKIER QUATRAINS, KNEUU IT MAKES FOR A UUEIRD KIND OF READ, FINER UUORK, IS 
 REINFORCED PURER VIRTUE FONT ERUDITION.  INDIRECT COVERT 

ENVIRONMENT  MURDERERS’.  

 CRITERION IS TO CONVINCE  IOU NEED  UUARMER ATTIRE: FURS, FOOTUUEAR AND COVER.

9:58:1 Au coƒte gauche a l’endroit de Vitry  To the left side at the place/spot of Vitry,  Allan Webber's Template 

STAGE.GATES.SCOUT.RAY.,DIVERT.EARTH’S.END. COST.LEONINE.TRY.UUAGE.STAR.UUARS  
INVESTIGATE  UUEALTHY ELITE'S ACCORD UUITH HUGE SAVAGE RADIO-ACTIVE DERO. UUILDER CONTACTS 

 pairs the curious fact that FBI (and other alphabet agencies) tend to suddenly appear at National Parks abductions
VOLCANIC ACTIVITY DE-ACTIVATES ELECTRICITY VOLTAGE, TOUUERS GOT OUT OF HAND (TOUGH FAVOUR)  
AFFECTS TUNED SATELLITES SECRET DATA CAUTIOUSLY ‘DONATED’ AROUND THE ROTUND PLANET EARTH.  
CEASES SEETHING TUUITTERER GLITTERY TRENDIES;  STONE AGE UNDOES GENITALS  SLAVERY  RAVAGES... 

9 96 4 Nettront feu, mort, de fang effufion.  Put to fire, death, flowing of blood.   and think 'darts from the skies' 
U.N. DEMON FORMATTED FUDGE AUGMENTED TORN ATEN-METEOR  (ROTTEN TURN OFF)  
FORTUNATE  ORNAMENT  FRONT-MOUNTED  UNGARMENTED... disclosed TORMENT GONE, NOT MATURED. TRUE,  
FAT FRAGMENT FOUND ‘FORGETS TO TURN OFF’  IET yet MANTIDS FEND, TURN AROUND.  
SUN FORMS METEORITE, GUTTER MADE IN NOON middle  of FIFTEENTH  day of  URN/Aquarius 
o A METEORITE is a meteor which manages to hit Earth . The 15th day is the middle of a month! 
ORNAMENT Nostradamus FRONT-MOUNTED forewarned = UNDERMINE FABULOUS INTRIGUE = DETRACTS 

2 2 3. Mort a l’anthene grand pedu fus la branche continues Dead at the sail-yard the great one hung from the antenna branch, 
On face book this week (December 2017) there was a meme showing an attack on a HAARP facility, people with guns and intention 

UUE HAUE A FUNDAMENTAL ROTUND PLANET SUN-FOLLOUUER AS ALL THE REST ARE. THOU READ THESE UUORDS! 
 SCORN MONGREL'S  FLAT EARTH CON, SHREUUD CRAP PROGRAM, MOUSE-CLOUD ROMANCES NON-COGNANT NERDS

4 26 4 Ciutad trahido per cinq lengos non nudos. Citadel  delivered  by five speakers not naked/disguised. not transparent 
CENSOR: ACCOUNTING SLOUUER ROTATION ROTUND EARTH ACTION CREATES UNIQUE LIQUID ION COOLING OCEAN CURRENTS 

NOTICING PEDANTIC ADEPT ENKI  THESE CODES, CELTIC TREE CLUES? HE, E'Ya-Enki DOES CUE DOTS DEDUCTIONS AS DA UINCI, 
4 26 4 Ciutad trahido per cinq lengos non nudos 
ROTUND  EARTH  ERUPTIONS  SOON UNDULATES STUPENDOUS CONTORTED ANNUALorbit SHOCKING SUDDEN DANK 
DARKENING. HOT SUPER UOLCANO CONDITIONED QUEER NIGHTS (INTONING INDICATES QUEER CHRIST RAPTURE) 
AND THINK: DISCORDANT POLES, CONDITIONED CRETIN’S CERN CONSTANT HINDERING RESONATES DO NOTHING 

for those ‘flat Earthers’ the word Rotund means ‘almost round’ – super volcano eruptions making our orbit  
change. The sudden darkness would be caused by two things, the orbit in its new ‘ANNUAL’ position and the 
volcanic pall. 
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4 26 4 Cieutad trahido p cinq legos no nudos (lhos   i555 publication     Citadel handed over by five speakers not nude/not transparent 

DISQUIET PARCS UNDER  NOT CANOODLING  HOUSEHOLD.  PARCS QUESTIONS  LOGIC. answer: DISQUIET IN COMPOSTING LOO CLOG 
amazing is one good word to use here... trying so hard to get current forums published, the house is truly neglected ... 

HO HO GOOD – COLONIES PARCS  UNDERSTANDS  THOSE  UNEQUALLED DISTINCTIONS ,  QUIET  GOD COLLUSION, true 

SOOTHING LIQUIDATED ECHO SHOOTING  PARCS IN  I  IDLING COOLED, ICON Elohim of 3 25, a forum of their own QUIETS HER  ILLS. 
ADUISE  SCHOOLS "CHILD USE DILDO CHOICE"happening now SQUASHING COITUS ADDICTION, 

CORI GOODE DISSOCATION ROUND PLANET, CATCHINESS CHAOTIC TREND  DISQUIETS IDIOTIC SONS. HALLOOOO! 

4 15 4 Pour de l'un l'autre donra huile, ƒroment. For of the one the other (Russia) will provide oil and wheat. 
UNDERLINE ODOURFUL POLLUTER ULTRA MORON URANIL E.T EMULATOR FOULED UP - DULL AFTER NOON AROUND 

 

READ LONDONER PURER HALO: HIS TRUE LITERATURE REPUDIATES THE THREE HARMFUL U.N. RULERS, ALSO PRE RAPTURE  
NEUTRAL PUTIN TRIUMPHS: HUMANE  NUMERATES DUTIFUL, REPUDIATES 
ALIEN THREAT UP, ELITE  HARMFUL .  UUATCH look LEARN,
DONALD TRUMP IS FOULER ALIEN HELL THEREIN, UNTRUE FUNERAL HERO, UUANTS TO RUN FUTURE RULE POLLUTE NATURE  

o the THREE – the third peoples of the ante christ  

 

4 44 1 Lous gros de Mende,de Roudes & Milhau                         (Large Louis (asteroid) at Milhau (Tarn) Rhodes and Mendes  

LEONARDO-E’A GURU   the « riddles » EGO  SMUDGED LEMONS SHREUUD MELODIES UUED MINE (the quatrains)   

 [Earth]   

SO HEEDLESS MUSEUM DUMMIES SHREDDED DERO OG  'GOD' MODULE;  DESIRED DO SERIOUS ʺNEEDSʺ 

GUILE OLD HUGE MEN (Nephilim giants) SURE MOULD ERRONEOUS   DODO [obs]  MISDEEDS 

o 

Mandoƒus will soon come to its high realm, 
9 45 (could refer to 2 95 1 ONE NINTH BIT LIES ZEROES HABITABLE  [LABELS HIBERNATIONS] TABLES NORSE HINT) meteor 
None will remain to ask, 
Great MENDOSUS [nodus sem] will obtain its dominion: 
Far from the court [orbit theatre] it will cause to be countermanded        see crop circles C+F+COUNTERMANDED 
Piedmont, Picardy, Paris, Tuscany the worst .  (go to the ADRIATIC  forums to see why.)  In all those videos purporting to 
interview people who have come back from our future for one reason or another -  one "traveller" was asked about 
populations world wide,  with a side comment that  "Europe is empty – no one">he may have been legitimate.                   
o (Tuscany:  direction of flight path of asteroid/meteor  [one asteroid is named Norse] and great flooding over Olympus. 
o The word ZEROES  is not really possible. This is saying that there is "ZERO" to be seen everywhere in the area (Adriatic) 

As mere curiosities go... decades ago I paid fifty cents for a box of second hand books, one of which I finally 
opened for the sheer need to read something [else]. 
It is titled THE OXFORD DICTIONARY of QUOTATIONS 1941 where a very long time ago a limerick had tickled 
my fancy, with just one word in the memory banks "ad infinitum".  Why is this relevant?  Well, I found it in this 
tome, discovering that there really is "nothing new under the sun" (another quotation within this book) & that 
this limerick of flease can apply very well to genetic manipulation of nano creatures. 

"So, naturalists observe, a flea 
Hath smaller fleas that on him prey;  
And these have smaller fleas to bite 'em, 
And so proceed, ad infinitum. 
not stopping there, it continues: 

'Thus every poet in his kind, 
Is bit by him that comes behind." 
Augustus de Morgan 1806 – 1871 A Budget of Paradoxes 1872  pg  377 
Great fleas have little fleas upon their backs to bite 'em 
and little flease have lesser flease, and so ad infinitum. 
PLOUGH is currently Ursa Major, but in the 16th century this 
was a reference to Boötes/in Arcturus. 
Terror of outer space – king of flames is the Nemesis system 
Lifes rough sea is that area of the astronomy in which sits Argo 
and all the sea named creatures. Loves, refers to the Loving 
ones from Argo, Velus (sails) malus (mast) lusty wind = time 
travel technology using the frequencies of the air which 
EnLil/YHWH is fond of saying he is the "Lord Of". Sail yards are 
attached to the poop deck = Puppis (Mantids. The RAPT SHIP 
refers to Earth Enraptured (caught up) laying down. So that 
land is covered by water (ice) Keel ploughing the atmosphere 
Oh disbelief – the "knowledge" (wit)  of fools, the idle deny 
all things in natural balance. Cowards castle/ leaders who 
are happy to send you to war, but not themselves.  And 

and from someone who Knew the Alkhemye List 

"A manner rude & wild                                   uncivilized, lacking spirituality 
is common at [in] your age.                                        the Age of Pisces 
Who takes their manner from the Ape,            who copies those from Sirius 

Their habits from the Bear,       using the banking system to inhabit Earth & the Age 
Indulge the loud  unseemly jape                                           they allow the taunting 
And never brush their Hair.                              not grooming their Casseopeian souls 
The Dromedary is [as] a cheerful bird:  Camelopardalis copying those from Cygnus 
I cannot say the same about the Kurd.              AskheNazi – one of a kind 
George Chapman i559? – i634?                Blind Beggar of Alexandria 

[In] Berenice's ever burning hair.           the tail of Leo, stars of brightness 
[Gods]speed his plough.              Bussy D'Ambois 

Terror of darkness! [outer space] O thou king of flames! (sun) 
Give me a spirit that on this lifes rough sea 
Loves, t'have his sails fill'd with a lusty wind, 
Even til his sail yards tremble, his masts crack, 

And his rapt (caught up) ship run on her side so low 
That she drinks water, and her keel airs plough. Byron's Conspiracy 
O! Incredulity! The Wit of fools! 
That [the] slovenly will spit on all things fair, 
The cowards' castle, and the sluggards' cradle.    De Guiana 
For one heat, all know, doth drive out another, 
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sluggards Dero  cradle – those bred to be unthinking serfs.  
For one heat (sasar) all know (via media) herding those 
burned out refugees away from their land.  One passion  
does drive out the previous (elite greed, or those behind 
the elite).  They are truly great, the (truly) good Eloim 
This poem whose face value topic is not the truth held 
within, the danger of which seen by scholarly minds who 
know the Living Library (all Earth's volumes) carried. 
" That she drinks water, and her keel airs plough..." 
speaks of the ship we know as Earth 

One passion doth expel another still.               Monsieur D'Olive 
They are only truly great who are truly good. 
[from within] A poem, whose subject  is not truth, 
but things liken to truth.                   Revenge of Bussy D'Ambois 
Danger, the spur of all great minds. 
And let a scholar       student, lay person 

               Tears of Peace.1 266 all Earths' volumes carry,  
He will be but a walking dictionary.      collection of word descriptions - texts 

Byron's Conspiracy = homosexuality 
De Guiana = of the Iguana 

Monsieur D'Olive = the greenish one = Graal – saying the Passion of The Elo'im Alliances will expel the greed of the Iguana 
Bussy =  to 'bus' means 'to move' to 'keep busy' 
D'Ambois = if this refers to "ambrose" it is saying "of those authors". The word "am" meaning 'loving' & "bois" the 'wood' (from which comes paper) 

AMBROSE 
from Greek ambrosios "immortal, belonging to the immortals" 
Ambrose PATRON SAINT OF EDUCATION - AUTHOR 
one of the four great Latin teachers of Christianity 
amb                  PREFIX                              

around, round about; having two; 

ros                  N      3 1 NOM S M                               

ros, roris  N  M   [XXXBO]   

dew; light rain; spray/splash water;  

[ros marinus/maris => rosemary]the memory plant;          

am                   PREFIX                              

around, round about; having two; [hemispheres]   

am = around, round about; boa... = oroborus 

bo.is                N      1 1 LOC P F                  

bo.is                N      1 1 DAT P F                 

boa, boae  N  F   [XAXNO]    Pliny 

large Italian snake; water serpent;  

disease with pustules (measles/smallpox); 

bo.is                V      3 1 PRES ACTIVE  IND 2 S     

boo, boere, -, -  V   [XXXCO]   

cry aloud, roar, bellow; call loudly upon; 

while researching the word "bois" this appeared...  8 52 ---- Unfinished/Censored? ---- i562 

 

8 52 
The king of Blois to reign in Avignon, 
from Amboise and 'Seme' the length of the Indre: 
Claws at Poitiers holy wings ruined   
Before Boni. 

8 52 RoyBloysD'AmboifeSemeLyndrePoytiersDevantBoni  ('v' = 'u') codes within codes 

ONE EYE BOSSY ENEMY  LOBOTOMISED OBEDIENT SNOBBERY ELITE SODOMY BOYS: SEED  AROUND 

BLUE PLANET BODY EVERYONES SEMELE  'BRIDES' POSITIVE EERINESS  
 DISMAY IS INBRED DERO;  IN 

BOOBY TRAP VIDEO  . IS DEPRAVED  ENDS A.D. BEAST DOMINATION
pairs 
1:100:2 Au pres de Dole & de Toufquane terre Allan Webber’s computerized template  

APES (Sirius) FELON, PEDUNCULATED  LEO FOES CUE NUT DATE:                                    

DUE TO TROU-DE-LOUP booby trap PEOPLE.  SEE OPULENCE (elite)  FLOUT FAKE ‘NEEDLES’.  

 UNCLE, LUTE E.N.E. TO E.U., TUNE TONE OK. TO NEUTER NUKES 
...PEDUNCULATED: a polyp attached by a very thin slender “stalk” see picture of MÂITRE ~  

...UNCLE: Arcturus, LUTE: LyRan   E.N.E. extraterrestrial Noetic entity = J-Rod52  

...TUNE TONE this refers to sasar frequencies, the directed energy fields, aka D.E.Weapon.  

There is a detail in this image you need to look at and absorb. There is no nose. The Lyrans 
have no nose, but some do have tiny nostrils. The LyRan breathe via their skin, but this one 
here must be the “biobic” we are warned about, the “greatest danger to Earth” the 
biological robotoid A.I. which does NOT NEED AIR                                                 la beste Maitre  
8 52 2 D'Amboiƒe & Seme viendra le long de Lyndre 

NOBLE-MINDED MEDIEVAL YODELLER, MEAD, REDEFINED MODERN LIONLY SAAM GREEDY MONEYLENDER BLEEDING 
ALL FEEBLE-MINDED (IS MORBID DILDO VENEREAL SELF-LOVE REVENGER) AND ILL DEFENDED NOVEMBERelectionsBOSS 
BOVINE NEEDLER DISBELIEF MEDDLED  DOMINEER DOGSirius SOVEREIGN OGRE ENEMY ("GOLDEN BOY" GREER) MANY-
SINED FORBIDDEN DEMON ILL-OMENED DREADED FALLEN ONE'S BRAIN DEADENED ONE-DIMENSIONAL DERO ERA  
NELL MEAD  NAMED GLORY-BE ELO'IM RIDES GEM-BALL, DESIGNED SEMEN, DIVERSIFY, MEAN REFINED BONA-FIDES 
BREEDING DNA OF  
ENVIED BY ONE-SIDED DIMENSIONAL ANUBIS NERVELESS RAMBO DRONE, ABLE VOID ILL-MANNERED MAIDENS SONS. 
MORON LIONESS ENSLAVERS' YEAR IS REMEDIAL/"sustainable" REASON NONSENSE 

 NEEDED LEGENDARY LONDONER DELIVERED EVIL-ONE-EYED GOVERN SO IDLES BLIND~DEAF  GRIEVED OLD GREEN EYA;
o IS MORBID DILDO VENEREAL SELF-LOVE REVENGER  the teaching of children how to "AVOID COITUS ADDICTION" 4 26 4 
o BOVINE NEEDLER  pun on Brucellosis 1 3 4 U.S. OGRE BURGLAR ROGUES’ CLUSTERING ERRONEOUS BRUCELLOSIS GLOBULARNESS 

STRANGLES NEURONS but also that BOVINE means those from Aldebaran under Antarctica 6 19 1: GOVERNMENT FLAYER OF MALTA 
FEVER (Brucellosis 9 94 FRINGE EVIL VI ELEVEN FLY RING VERGE EVER LYING, RIG ENGINEER VILE LASSA-MALTABrucellosis VIRUS ALIVE 

o LIONESS  ENSLAVERS' those from Leo Minor "MANAGERS OF ALL" 6 59 3  1 89 3 URSA LEO MINOR MAIN.SOURCE PERSIAN.INVADER DEATH.LEVEL 
o LEGENDARY LONDONER = David Icke, the one with wrinkles 
8 52 3 Ongie a Poytiers fainctes aifles ruiner 
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INGENIOUS TENACIOUS NEFARIOUS AIR RUINER REPTILE RACE INSINUATE SAPIENCY PARASITE INTO TERO-TELOSIAN 
COAGULATES UNIFICATION. REASON IT ERECTS POISONOUS NAUSEATION, INSPIRES INEFFICIENT INSINCERITIES, LIES 
TURNS UTOPIAN FIERY EERINESS SASAR CALIFORNIA CAUTERISATION AGONY IN SLEEP, GENIUS LEAUES TREES INTACT 
STEREOTYPES STONE-AGE "SERENITIES". ENGINEER SATAN PIRATES CITIES PRETENTIOUS PRECOSCIOUS YOUNGSTERS 
FAR-SEEING SENIOR LEPSARIA URANITE LYRAN GRAY,  ASSIGN EYEOPENER ERUPTION RAINY-SUNNY  ICE AGE PURIFIER 
OF YOUR PLANET FOR SOCIAL ETERNITY. INSINUATES STRANGE ALIEN POST OFFICE SINCE REPETITIOUS FIASCO SEEN. 
o INSPIRES INEFFICIENT INSINCERITIES   to me this seems to be pointing to the contradictions which Billy Meier, George 

Adamski and others have received at the hands of "visitors" saying they are Pleiadians. We have been warned that real 
Pleiadians cannot approach humans due to the danger our auras represent to theirs, as an "auric stench".   Words used    
by Dr Fred Bell and Billy Meier separately. 

o TERO-TELOSIAN  said to be the race/s under Mt Shasta, those of the Gilliland Ranch.  
Poytiers 
YES, IS  (PRO YETI) TYPE YPRE PIE'S Nostr. POETRY STORY PROSE – YET ROSE-PORT SPY STOP PITY  

SIR,  PET OSPREY/Horus PRIEST-POSER OPT RISE PITS, POISE SET POE, TRY PREY OYSTER; PYRITE ORE PYRE 
o POE = human combustion. ORE is a key word for in Pisces. OYSTER means Earth 

8 52 4 Devant Boni. 
VETO AND BIN DEVIANT OVEN 2 94 4 BANDIT NOB: BIN DNA, techno creeps 
INVENT  BAD  A.I. BOON.  AVID NET/Reticuli  BONDED NATIVE NOB... 

 

8 52 1 Le Roy de Bloys dans Avignon regner, 

READ: NERVELESS LOONY SNIGGERER SLOVENLY INSANE GORGON RANDY OG BALD DERO (ENGLAND'S GARGOYLE)  
ARE (VAGABONDS SYRENS SNARING) YEARS SONS DANGER. DERANGES ORGANS GOVERNING BRAIN.  

 ONE-AND-ONLY GOD E'YA LEGEND GRAND AGES OVER, LIVING LIBRARY GARDENER

SEES DRONES SASAR OVENS: 2 94 4IS  OANNES DOGS Sirius ENVY NONSENSE LOSS 

GENDERLESS ANDROGYNE VOYAGERS: BLINDERS ON NEEDLES/S BLOOD AGONIES RENDERING BOLONEY SAUSAGES 
  END LARGE BOVINE OGRE ENSLAVERS  (BLIND SERVILE) A.D. AGE GORE   

o DERANGES ORGANS GOVERNING BRAIN.  That would be the heart and stomach, both words having a "t" which is 
absent within the line, so what a good way to describe the sonic frequencies those with the peculiar sinus abilities use as a weapon. 

o GOD E'YA and the R.O. Andromeda Council, see the drones using directed energy fields to incinerate areas the media is 

saying are "bush fires" when it is obvious that selected homes are under attack, leaving trees untouched. The destruction of the elite 
Murdoch's home was a decoy to have us think those other elite properties left untouched were just a coincidence. From the air – the 
boundaries of a Rothschilds vineyard which "escaped" the fires are delineated exactly.  

o Enlil/YHWH who himself claims he is an "envious jealous  and wrathful god" 
o ANDROGYNE VOYAGERS proper extra-terrestrials  BLINDERS ON NEEDLES/S  this is interesting. They come, make 'treaties' to 

turn our children into food, yet are blind to the vaccines the children receive. There are two words, one is NEEDLESS and 
the other is NEEDLES.  So what in the vaccines which goes into the children,  is a danger to those which are eating them? 
The heavy metals? Nano agents? Time and again, the words Trojan horse are in the Template of Allan Webber. Could this 
possibly be the real reason for gubberment and its mandating of vaccines? Apart from the fact they have fiscal interests.? 

o Halal torture killing which raises the adrenaline levels in the blood. It is this adrenaline they are addicted to.  BLOOD AGONIES 
If you have been reading these works, you will know it was Da Vinci who warned in his scripts that children are going into 
"baloney sausages" also in 11 #12  Seigneurs Genaudan Eglise  A N U  IG UA NA,  E AG L E ,  DU NG S   L I E D   S AU S AG E   IN G  4 
17 4b) porte ƒera ƒerree.i ij   stargate these texts 

PRAISE FIRST POET’S RETIREE ROSE (EERIE TRIP) OPERA: REPAIRS, POSTS REFEREES REPERTOIRE: TO SIFT. RESTORE FROSTIER PI. 
IS IRATE APEES/Sirius PARROT  copy ‘J’ PAIR YES’S POSER EERIE SASAR  TERRIFIER  REPEAT RAPIST PRIOR PESTERER 

PAST JESTER /Pied Piper PROFITEERS. TRIP, JAR, PART REAPER TRAP. SEE YEAR EYE POSER PRIEST POPE REPORTS OPT PEER ATOP 
Marduk /sausages 

mature/  these texts  

 7 24 TombeauBarbeauLorraineMarquisPont 
 Da Vinci actually names the Saran Tribe as "green eyed" Reptile, along with the SARRU PLANET IS BIBLICAL ABOMINATION 

description of tearing up children to "put into sausage casings"; frequently, Nostradamus does say the same :  

o 9 13 SoulongueLauxoisModenneBologneBurancoys  
MILLIONS YOUR YOUNG BOXED IN ENORMOUS BULLNOSED LEONINE CIGAR craft : CARBON MONOXIDE GASEOUS DEAD,  BECAUSE 
OBNOXIOUS ODOROUS DEMONS GORGES ON BOLONEY SAUSAGES (GOOD-BYE SOULS) FOR NOUU. BLAME DUNG-MANURE, DERO, 
EXECRABLE UUOMANLESS patriarchal DEBACLES DOOMING UUOEBEGONE SONS IN DISEMBOUUEL SCENE BY UUORSE NAMECALLERS 

 

Chinese 2018 is year of the Dog  and 2019 year of the Pig 

o COUU SCROUNGERS BELOUU = refers to those from Aldebaran about which we have little detail except they are the "SEXUAL 
ROGUES" and "below" means Antarctica – from the northern hemisphere point-of-view Antarctica is certainly 
"below", which it would not be had Earth been flat. 
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o ENORMOUS BULLNOSED LEONINE CIGAR craft   CYLINDER  which word is also within this quatrain line. C+F+CYLINDER 
o UUORSE NAMECALLERS: referring to those with a penchant for changing their names. One good example is the word-title 

Jesus, used by the Oannes-On-Uan-(a take on Van from Vanir, of the Elo'im) Anu-Anakim- and over 120 other names, which 
have not been published yet even though I was asked to do so some years ago. The list had not been complete and I suspect 
it never will be. Another example comes from EnLil – Thor – QuetzalCoatl (tricking plebs into thinking it was EnKi, not the 
first time either. Enlil took the credit for EnKi's work with Moses too). The best NAMECALLER example would be Marduk, 
well known for using [at least] fifty names.    The tetragrammaton YHWH means "chief pilot" – the full extended version 
being really hard  to pronounce. The essence of which is "yase" (jase)... where Samjase-Semyase means Co-Pilot. You do 
remember him don't you? The leader of the 200 fallen angels? See how EnLil operates? 

o EXECRABLE UUOMANLESS patriarchal   the Vatican    
o ensuring true procreative gender in the act of fertilization 

o always good for a laugh, the authors of these texts are just as astonished at the end product  

of the human race,  in places that possess the likes of  Walmart stores! This end-product of the human race causes 
much grief  ("agony") to our Creative "Father/s in Heaven".     Indicating we are all due for a re-vamp as a species... 
which is the very reason for the 'waves' of adjective children being born (New Age, Indigo, Star-seed adjectives, etc.) 

o Chinese 2018 ("Dog" also meaning Sirius) Recall 10 39 3  

 

10 39 
First son, (son of our sun) violent, unfortunate relationship; 
Without no children two Isles in discord,    2 planets with moons 

Before/under  incompetent age eighteen  (age of lepers)  not knowing                          
Poles turning sideways, under eighteen = immature 

For the other event will take place sooner       before 2018 Nibiru 

10 8 1 Index & poulfe parfondra le front  
FONTS EXPLAIN PROPER REPELLANT POLAR PREFIX [lord] FELON DERO FALLEN ONE (TORN INFANT APART) INFLUX:  

EXPAND ANTENNAE APPENDIX  TERO  PROFOUND,   

o POLAR  LORD = the Aryan Nephilim of Antarctica, allied with Aldebaran SEXUAL ROGUESfootnotewhich are named in MANNEQUIN A.I.

10 8 2 De Senegalia le Comte a fon fils propre,  
ANTENNAEDEFILING: 

 

 
REPTILOID-REPTILIAN FAECES-PILE  MEN-POSERS (AGELESS FELONS ADORE GLOOM) DANGLE GREEDSOME MEDIA  

 
 PRINCESS ANDROMEDA,  

MADE  
o Living Library in harmony. The Word CLONES is herein – anathema to the Elo'im

o seems to me it takes an ice age to remind the reptiles that they are not in control – every time

10 8 3 Les Myrnarmee par plufieurs de prin front  
DERO PRIME ANTENNAE RPM FRY SPERM, YEAR MEAD PRINTS "STARS ELOIM NURTURERS RETURN" TO PRUNE 
TUNNEL REPTILOID LEPER, PAINFUL SOUL PRE-FUNERAL RAPTURE MURDERERS (PREFER PLUMP NERDS) 

REMINDER: PREPARED TERO-TELOSIAN TO RUN; ARES genocide PLAN IS PRIMED . 
o TUNNEL REPTILOID LEPER, those who refuse to believe what Phil Schneider tried to warn us before he was murdered: 

that the "New World Order and ALIEN INVASION are one and the same thing".     Where "order" means "classed".

10 8 4 Trois dans fept jours bleffez morts. 
FIRST DRAFT LORD JESUS PRIZED TORMENTOR; JOB TRANSFERRED OFF BOAT.  
FONTS 'i' AND 'j' TRANSFORMED NUMBER DATES  FLOAT. 
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There is a meme doing the rounds that Stonehenge is an invention.  
The current layout  may not be the very original,  but the stone 
henge itself  is not an invention. Here it is in the very early 20th  
century image taken from a hot air balloon. Not forgetting the  
very similar illustration in a i525 book on early archaeology. 

Drawing your attention to the date here,  two years after the death 
of Nostradamus. In particular the spacing between the "I" and the 
century of 568, how those three numbers are scrunched together. 
Was this a clue from beyond his grave? For a proof reader in a 
printing shop this would be a compositor 's nightmare. It is an i 

 

AND JUST EXACTLY WHAT DOES THIS TELL US? 
In a 2017 crop circle    cropcircleconnector.com 

  
Just to reiterate: the Golden Cube of ENKI is so bright that to the naked eye it appears round. 

On very close  inspection, 

the number presumed to 

be a '1' is in fact a capital 

" i  " ~ as in " I " 
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A black sun pirating 

(see the one eye) 
Calipers showing the degrees 

of "lay-down" 
see the turned equator 

Hand in "the skies" 
or outer space. 

One hand meaning Orion 
that is, done by Orion's 

Marg.gid 
noting the capital "I" as  

a number "1"  

 
Five stars of Casseopea 

(Eddur) 
Our moon, with its dark side 

kept away from our view  
and a definite face thereon 

The latitudes and longitudes 
maintained by the Arm  
in "the skies" (space) 

Arm.marg.eddur 
I 578 

12 years after the passing 
of Nostradamus 

 

  
AND JUST FOR THE SAKE OF CURIOSITY 

 

Scene from OUTLANDER 
in THE SEARCH 

riding along a beach 
Murtagh and Claire are unaware 

that above their heads are two suns 
copy the image and blow it up 

or go to this scene in the movie 
where it still has 19 minutes  to go 

and you will see it for yourself 
that it is not lens flare 

lens flares tend to move around 

 

 

 
 

Our moon being slung away 
and see the pdf forum 
CROP CIRCLES – CAUSE FOR PAUSE 

 c+f+COUNTERMANDED 
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i 565 
The TREE  means time gate, the bird is usually a Crow 

and see the timer upon which he sits 
calipers at the same degrees, time almost run out  

the date is i 565 the year before Nostradamus passed 
(kept separated from l'an Mil) 

tacitly saying to trust Benoist Rigaud, since the doctor 
was still alive during this publication. 
The Latin in the shield at the bottom  

has been dealt with elsewhere. 
Calculee fus de la tref-triumphanee, tref- 
ALERT: TRUE FAULTIER HALF-FAECES fallen angel hubred TRUMP  
LUCIFER ALLAH ENTHRALLED FALSE HEARTED FECULENCE 
ELITE-MATED REPTILE: CERN MENACES EARTH'S SPHERE 
DEFAME HER AS FLAT. FRAUDULENCE TAMES DEAF-MUTE 
magnifique. 

QUA  SINE IGUANA IQ ENIGMA (FAKE IMAGE) IS IN GEM AN 
AGE, FEIGN MIEN IN U.N., G-MEN AIM MEGA M.E. NUKE GUN 
tref-renommee, tref-antique, & 
TORMENTER ENTER, FREQUENT TERMINATE REQUIREMENT  
FONT-FAME QUEEN REITERATE: "OFF ROTTEN MEANER NET 
REMOTE TERMITE TREATMENT" MET 
Royale Ville de Paris,Capitale de France. 
SACRIFICIAL ADRENAL APPEALS LEO EVIL RAID ENVELOPED 
YOUR PLANET DESPAIR ALL OVER. PRAISE CORDIAL LEPSARIA 
EVADE PERIODIC 'ELITE' CARE-FREE PERIL DEVILS FIERCELY 
REALLY REPELLED VENERATED FRONT-LOADER POET EYED 
SILVER RADIANCE ELDERS IDEA  LOVELIER 
PARADISE APOCALYPTIC AVOID: ERADICATE AERIAL RADICAL 
FANATICAL PARANOIC OAFS  NUCLEATE, RADIATE APPEAL 
NELL PARCS EDITORIAL TYPEFACE FLYERS  ALLIED IDEAL 

 

 
 

Found in Ecuador 
the asterism layout is claimed to be Orion's Belt 

it is not 
 

It is Benu-Grus 
 

the one eyed pirate 

 

 COUNTERMANDED 
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A mysterious  anomaly 
 

discovered recently within the Great Giza pyre-amid 
 

since considered to be a crystalline inclusion 
(do some research for yourself) 

 
this proving the details described in the pdf forum 

WHAT THE PYRAMIDS ARE FOR 
 

as a form of computer 

 

See the ancient pyramid in the foreground 
Near Buderim Queensland (one source) or 

Mt Warning (another source) 
 

begging the question 
 

is that a former pyramid in the background 
which is being struck by lightning? 

The angle of incline is the same 
 

And see further back to the left 
is that the remnants of another one?  

the Hidden Texts spoke of this years ago 

http://the-premonition.com/2017/12/russian-kid-mars-stuns-scientists/ 
it was in 1 40. Bifance d'Egypte 

here is a portion of the texts from the codes within codes from quatrain 1 40  published in  A SHAR OF NIBIRU: 

SPY [Sphinx]: GAP UNDER EAR: TYPE… PENCE [think/knowledge] TEN BEING =: (using the word BEING both ways) 

IS GAP BY FACE, EYE, EAR   [side of the face of the Sphinx]  

TEN /Eloim  BENT NET'S /Reticuli/internet A.I. BIG FENCE - A BIG TYPE TIME GATE.  

(orbit – the new calendars and or but could be the fence the Military Industrial Media Complex has constructed at Giza)  

[fence can be space ties or boundary/time, orbit,] referring to the Mandela Effect 

NICE AGE STAGE GATE (stargate) STEPS BY PIT   (space or pit near/under the Sphinx)  

see copper plaque of Psunnenes I which shows  – stage gate under Giza   from  1 27 

CAPE (hidden) BY FEET [Sphinx paws] GET BY SINE/  sonic tones 

8 30  

THOLOSE = SO LEO HOST HELOT (could be HE  LOT =  the patriarchal, Vatican) 

BELUZER = BLUR joined with ZEE  (Cassiopeia the “crowned queen” HatShepSut ) 

Within HOST LEO next to (blurred with) CASSIOPEIA - VIRGO 

(Leo/ Lion/Crowned Virgo/Queen = Hatshepsut = Sphinx-age of Leo) 

Edgar Cayce said the Hall of Records is within the Sphinx 

UNDER THE OLD WAY – PALACE OF THE LOOKING GLASS 

TREASURE DISCOVERED NEAR LEVEL ONE, WILL DISTURB (Treasure is always a time gate 

AND IN TWO PLACES: NEAR MAIN BRIDGE AND GATEWAY (vasacle) two places: past and future 

Dendera zodiac = age of Virgo (female) into Leo/ 

 7 21. 
 Par peftillente inimitié Volficque, 

 Diffimulee chaffera le tyran: 
 Au pont de Sorgues  fe fera la traffique 

De mettre a mort luy et fon adherant. 
Leonardo/Enki & Marduk Part 6 

By the pestilential enmity of Languedoc,  
(France-the GMO agenda of those from Leo) 
the tyrant dissimulated will be driven out.        
(dissimulated - pun on shape shifter) 
The traffick  will be made by bridge  at  Sorgues      
(original Vatican has a portal: see vasacle bridge & ramp 8 30) 
to put to death both him and his follower. 

VOLFIQUE:  OF  FUEL EVIL U.K.  UFO 
 cetus K.O.   lucifer 

 LOVE  KIEV ELK FOLK: LIKE LIVE FULL LIFE; KIFF = OK. 

FLOE  ice (Antarctica) VEIL hides   
SORGUES: S.O.S.  SURGES  RUS ROUGE 

USSR, E.U  GOERS  GROUSES  GORSE biosphere 

GUESS
[SORE U.S. RUSE]  (SUE  S.S. ROGUES) 

VOLFIQUE SORGUES: SEQUEL IS VIRUS 
GRIEVOUS LEO VI  EGOES FLOG S FOUL GLUES 
UUOLF QUEUES COURSES VIGOUR  SEGUÉE FUELS 

QUEER V LEG LOGO VOICE GURU UUISE SOURCE SOLVES:SERVE   
FUSES, GIVES  S.O.S. VISCOUS LUSCIOUS FOG FOCUS  LESS GLOUU  
COLOUR  SCOURGE  SO CURES COUU GUILES CURVE FIGS-CROUU 

FIGS-CROUU summer yule = southern hemisphere    
 

http://the-premonition.com/2017/12/russian-kid-mars-stuns-scientists/
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100004671758383&hc_location=ufi
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7 24 
He who was buried will come out of the tomb ,                   (men in black) 
Making link connections from the power of the portal:     (Vasacle in 8 30 
Poisoned with the roe (eggs) of a barbell ,                        (a carp/ANU)DNA 
Great one from Lorraine via the Pont du Marquis.  

7 24 "come out of the tomb" via use of their cloned DNA 
He who was buried will come out of the tomb.              (men in black?) also means time travellers “the living dead”.  Or Nostradamus 
Making link connections from the power of the portal:         (Vasacle in 8 30 = “bridge and ramp” = stargate (stage gate) 
Poisoned with the roe (eggs) of a barbell ,                       (barbell  a carp/ANU) DNA transhumanism,  genetically manipulated 

Great one from Lorraine via the Pont du Marquis.       (“COMPTE” is code for greys, so Marquis here must mean the “hero” J-Rod52 

 

8 30 

Within Toulouse, not far off Beluzer  (Blur Zee) 
making a deep pit a palace for spectacle, Cronus visor 
the treasure found will come to vex everyone 
in two places and near the Vasacle.  (bridge and ramp to the gate) 

PAST & FUTURE  near the bridge) 
MOSES AND NEPHILIM 
21:14 MIN 
"CREATION" MEANS "RECOVERING FROM A SHAR OF the NEMESIS solar system. The very cause of the pillar of smoke by 
day and the pillar of fire by night. Now, this pillar could have been Santorini going off due to the Passing Over - and or, the "Pillar" in 
those days was the Milky Way (being affected by the Passing Over). For Moses to have seen the eruption of Santorini from where 
he stood at that time (about to cross the red sea) it (the eruption) must have been beyond our current imagination. 
Go to GIANT'S BASE UNDER BUCEGI video by Peter moon - where it is clear how that genetic manipulation between species 
(including botanical) was enabled. Noah's arc was a laboratory for genetic design "seeds of all living things".  
Years in those days were in the order of 260 days each. We have 377.8 days in a year right now 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pby2Vh6AM48   
 4 44 1 GrosMendeRoudesMilhau 

GRUESOME  MURDERING  SLIM,  ODDER  HUGE  ROUND  HEAD – (Grayle – tall chalky whites, not ‘Grail/Graal’) 
HUMOURLESS;  SLUMMIER  (underground) DERANGED  ENIGMA  LOSE 

 other lines describe them as “smell, base abuse” [as did Phil Schneider] and this smelliness is one way to discern them   
MISLEAD MORONS MAD HOUSE (Earth) DEEDS chemtrails. mad house deeds could be the “museum” deeds 
 IGNORAMUS EGOES (military complex) MUDDLE UUHO IS HERO  
HUMERUS (Elbow/Marfik/Ophiuchus/Mabvs) SHOULDER R  (draco) MALNOURISHED, SOURED GEM (Earth).  

(Elbow of Ophiuchus/Mabvs & Markabians from the ‘shoulder’ of Pegasus, these two happen to be Phil Schneider’s Grayles and the 
shadow  government)  SHOULDER (Marcabians) DEMONISM ARGUE:  
The dark ages with 324 years simply removed to enable clause 2014 to be brought forward, we are really in 1690.   
The 2014 clause is for “trade in men”…J-ROD45 & TREATY9 has not been published yet. Quite apart from the evidence put forward in 
SHARS Of NIBIRU & The MISSING 324 YEARS  the other outside peripheral evidence is that the SHROUD IS REAL 
which can be shown when the C14 dating is found to be faulty by 700+ years due to bacterial encapsulation, adding the 324 missing 
years to this then gives us the absent millenium in the true aging of the Shroud. 
LARGE MUSEUM HUMOUR (Jeffersonian laughing) SO DISHONORED 
1 24 4 Cremoe & Matoue grads maux aura fouffert 
 GUARD  COFFEE ROOM,   EXAM AS FUTURE TRAUMA GRADUATES, guard your favourite lounging areas from trauma 
 [you] EXAMine FORUM  OF  FAMOUS  CREATURE OF A MUSEUM  see “Jeffersonian”, the forum being DERO or GIANTS (next) 
famous creature from a museum – the giants of the Jeffersonian? Dinosaurs?  In the forum ANCIENT CARPATHIAN  the ''stegosaur'' at 
Angkor Wat?    This latter is depicted inside a ring, is this a “looking glass” event? 
3 62 4 A Carcaffonne conduira fes menees. g iiij (G = Gera: seeds are planted ⨜ Gebo: a Gift in 14, the postponing of Yellowstone?) CANIS 
MAJOR (Sirius) COSINE [mathematical] CONFIDENCE.  
REAR FACING JESUS Oorbit DEFIANCE. AIM A[a Saturday, Dec sol-stice] IS  ANU  ENCOURAGES  MAJOR  DNA  EFFICIENCIES 
IS ("biblical bride")…  IS 

 Ignorance regarding giants and cannibalism (“marriage of souls”)             
                    IS IN  JEFFERSONIAN  ACADEMIC  ENCOURAGES  SUCCEEDED  AIM  A.A  [!]  IGNORANCE   

                     to JOIN  EFFICACIOUS  ANAGRAM  INFERENCES
GRUESOME LEO, SHOULDER [Marcabians, the shadow government/ M'abus] ODD U.N. GOD DEMANDED LOUIS  [asteroid] DEED,  
SURE  MEDDLES*,  NEED HUGE MASS MURDER.    (Markab star is in the ‘shoulder’ of Pegasus) 
The ‘gruesome Leo’ could be the president who is a Leo and or those from Chertan in the walnut/jellyfish /bluebottle/anemone  
shape shifted  craft who are « managers of all » according to 6 59 3. * see 3 77 4 

*Meddles, Meddler, Meddling  seems to be a key word for the same faction, using Control+F will help you find them 
4 44 1 Doux Gros de Mende, de Roudes & Milhau    1562 edition 
SO LEONARDO GUIDE HUMDRUM [folk to] MI ODD SEX[6] UUERE SMUDGED DIM(shape shifted) HIDEOUS DEED H 

« H » means in Taurus and also means Hagaliz – ice, hail, chaos. "H" refers to those from Aldebaran which are under Angtarctica.  

The content of the  « Riddles » of Leonardo ‘guide’ us 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pby2Vh6AM48
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If you have been reading these texts for long enough, 
you will know I am always complaining about being 
such a "slow thinker", and "why would They choose 
someone like me, so slow of wit"? 
What we see here is confirmation of that strange and 
mostly unrecognized detail with such a high impact. 
Line four of Presage 76 "Under" Octobre. 
On returning to that forum, I see why this subject is 
being raised [here again]. In the word LORVARIN it says: 
LORRAINE V. Having just this moment written the 
words LORRAINE LENTIL (c+f+LENTIL). The "V" as 
a "5" is a worry, since that means part of the Elo'im 
Alliances. As a "U" it means "uranite". What is it that 
concerns me?  Confirmation of line four presage 76 
The craft is Cassiopeian, the  gray is 'Lam' of Aleister 
Crowley – aka his 'Aiwass'. Which is also our Eihwaz.  
See he/it  has five fingers!    Not to mention stigmata. 

 

LXXVI. Octobre. 
Par le legat du terrestre & marin, 
La grande Cape à tout s'accommoder: 
Estre à l'escoute tacite LORVARIN, 
Qu'à son aduis ne voudra accorder. 

For/from the legate of terrestrial and sea Maritime law 
The great Capon will accommodate himself to all: 
Will be listening, tacit [to] LORVARIN LORRAINE  V, 
Whose advice he will not want to agree with. Crowley 
Take a close look at this craft. 
Now go to the next page and see it again. 
In other forums Eihwaz is "the hero". 
The date of this medallion must be at least  one 
millennia or more than those on the next page.  We 
can determine the date, since that is the Aten shield 
ca 1300BC (roughly) 

https://www.disclose.tv/an-ancient-egyptian-medallion-is-evidence-of-contact-with-aliens-308161  

 
 1 H C Mead Parks© UNDER THE YEAR OCTOBER NOVEMBER 2017  

 PRESAGE OCT LXXVI 1559 (2017) Q XXXIIII (34) SVR OCTOBRE 1562 (2020)  
 It is not often the Very Original works come my way.  
When this happens it seems to me that it is the ''universe speaking''.  
The onus is then on me to follow through…  
UNDER OCTOBRE 2020 (1562 plus 458) 1. Parle 1. ( Appeared in GIANTSPIDERS  
1. Legat du terreftre & marin  
1.The Law of One speaking of Earth and seascape  (Maritime Law) 

2. La grande Capon tout s'accommoder.  
2. All living with the great Capon            (eunuch/Androgyne under Antarctica) 
3. Eftre a l'efcoute tacite LORVARIN                   VIRAL AVRIL N. RIVAL NOR R.O., RIVAL R.Draco ON Oannes ORAN Orion VRIL.  

3. Listening secretly to Oran (Orion) Vril Being (Aiwass) the "Viral April" is named as "Apuril kalends in Gothic fashion 
It was Aleister Crowley who was ''tacitly listening'' in - 'viral Avril'  April 10 1904 producing the book of the Law Of One  
4. Qu' a fon adois ne voudra accorder  
4. That was not his parting wish granted (who – Aiwass - Eihwaz?)  

https://www.disclose.tv/an-ancient-egyptian-medallion-is-evidence-of-contact-with-aliens-308161
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1 42  Vril : Did Crowley intentionally misinterpret The Law of One?  

i555 

 
 

i562 
1 42 1 Le dix Kalendes d'Apuril de faict Gotique  i555 
The tenth of the April Calends, calculated in Gothic fashion 
1 42 2 Relufcite encor par gens malins: 
Revived again by wicked people: 
1 42 3 Le feu eftainct,affemblee diabolique 
The fire is put out and the diabolic gathering 
1 42 4 Cherchant les or du  d’Amant & Pfelyn 
Seeking the gold of the Ornament and Psellus. b 

1 42 1 Le dix Kalende  d'Avril de fait Gotique,     i562 
The tenth of the April Calends  made in Gothic fashion, 
1 42 2 Refufcite encor par gens malins : 
Revived again by wicked people: 
1 42 3 Le feu eftaint,affemblee diabolique. 
The fire is put out and the diabolic gathering. 
1 42 4 Cherchant les os du  d’Amant & Pfelin 
Seeking the bones/dna of the Ornament  and  Psellus.  

 

["b" is theHidden Texts [Sky] Runic B of Berkana/Ursa Major and this "demon" comes from there] The "b" sits "under 'l' 
which is Laguz" -  Tail of Pisces/Cetus] = Grus, with its "beak in the fish" (Oxyrhynchus).   
The ornament is Nostradamus (3 94) & Psellus Is the monk-relative of Constantine, Michael Psellus the Younger , who 
wrote about quantum mechanics in his Chronographia... in 1055 A.D.   but the "gold" mentioned refers to ormus – time 
travel – and knowledge gained that way.  
 

Drawing your attention to one detail, this is the craft in the Egyptian Aten medallion: 
(this appeared in the forum LEONARDO – PLUCKED – OUT – OF- THE – ADRIATIC  pg 19) 

 
The ONLY reason this particular craft is being taken as Casseopean; is to be seen in the central image, a woodcut 
showing this craft defeating a cylinder-oblong type ship which these texts have been saying are stealing children. 
Leading to the question: what event is being honoured in the i680 French coin?  How many years would it take to 
produce a commemoration coin like this in those days? Ten, less?  We are told in these texts that the calendars 
were altered more than once, but one of the dates that happened was i 676 A.D.  Four years prior to this coin.  
So what happened that the Casseopeans appeared to the public thus, to leave an imprint on human memory? 
The Romanian church mural:  
The age of the painting is unknown, but [this] monastery was originally built in the 14th century. It was later destroyed and rebuilt in 
the 17th century.  http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread1038205/pg1  
The EURA says that the caption in the painting probably dates it to after ɉ523, i523  when the bible was translated into Lutheran German. 
This is in what was called Transylvania (which means "across the forest").   

once again begging the question, what happened here to attract the Casseopeans? This timing and place belonged 
to what we know of as Vlad the Impaler's royal bloodlines [pardon the pun] also known as Dracula-Draco, the 
owners of the cigar-cylinder-oblong craft.  C+F+ cylinder 

 

 

Just found this amongst my files, titled "Templars and a UFO". 
What do we know about Templars and off worlders? 
We know (from these texts and others) that they had Off 
World help to bury the time gate/cronus visor under Oak 
Island. (The word "oak" being alkhemye for stargate). 
Since using these time portals was with the intention of 
manipulating events – the burying of one indicates it was best 
kept away from those who would mis-use it.   Ergo, it must 
have been a benevolent off worlder which assisted the safe 
keeping of this dubious treasure. 
As we can see - this is the same craft in previous illustrations 
herein... that of the Cassioepeian/Casseopean 

BIDENS PITCH BLACK EYES 
https://www.disclose.tv/bidens-pitch-black-eyes-309084  

https://www.disclose.tv/bidens-pitch-black-eyes-309084
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to  SUMMARIZE 
Earth is NOT flat because: 

o 4,000 year old clay tablets (which I am sure, Tellinger must have read)  as "an alluring blue ball".  
o That Billy Meier was taken back to see our two moons and parked behind them the round blue marble. 

"Smaller than Nibiru was its alluring blue ball, weaker than Nibiru's was its attracting net. 
Deftly Alalu spread the chariot's arresting wings around the Earth's ball  to circle. 

1 82 1 CONGRESS SCAMMING ROCK’S vb (Earth) CLIMATES  ELEMENT,  SCROOGE’S  GREED  DESOLATES  Earth 

Da Vinci: 

and the topmost remarkable fruit within itself    
ISN'T INFORMED ,   

INTRUSIONAL FROSTIER MAGNITUDE a hint which proves Earth is ROTUND, (a word which is actually in this line too) 
that if she were flat, there would be no ice and snow intruding  RE-STORED  in the manner which it does... 
[NUMERATED] – at "both ends".  If you put more thought into it, there might be ice, but only at one "end".    

 

Atlas being one of the Pleiades, the inhabitant angels having received the same  reptilian bred treatment as those from Alcyone and Maia

Mandoƒus will soon come to its high realm 

2 2 3 

 
10 8 DeSenegaliaComteMyrnarmee 

 
o On the main social connection web site there was and is a foolish meme going around that the Earth is flat. We did see lines pointing 
out that this was a scheme/test to see how badly affected by ANTENNAE the general public had become. By using Geo- desic GEOMETRY 
one can ascertain for themselves that the Earth was proven ROTUND for some centuries now. There are other forms of evidence which 
the elite try to disguise, and as usual, it is in what is omitted  that we find the required information. Such as no flight passeneger ever–in a 
Concorde Aerial trip, piped up saying ʺoh when we went out to the upper atmosphere, we saw our planet was not round !ʺ  
The other empirical evidence is that during a few weeks of the year our sun does not leave the polar skies but merely describes a 
circle as we spin!  It is called the time of the Midnight Sun.  This would not be possible had Earth been flat. 
9 67 1 

DEMON HOODLUMS UUHO ILL-USED EARTH UNTESTED.  
ANU DOZEN NO EMOTION DO INTEND ROUT ROTUND EARTH 

ROTUND EARTH  it is almost as if  They are aware of the idiot memes repeated regarding a flat Earth – no one who had 
 ever travelled using Concorde over its thirty year history said  ‘‘oh by the way, our planet is flat’’.

2 94 4  
‘ ’.  

 no sharp dark night nor bright day 
THANKFUL SHE IS KNOWN SPHERICAL~ROUND. 

 
CHECK MAPS SURROUND  A ROUND BARQUE –  

 
4 26 3b)  
OLD ALLAH-LU LUCIFER HAS USEFUL RICH ELITE HALF-RACE, 

division: anything to have us all disunited! 

10 56  2   
GOD EXPANDS ON ROTUND EARTH:  
FOX GARBLING IOUR BRAINS, EARTH IS NOT FLAT.  
FOX  FLOGGED THIS FARCE,  FUNDED  PRONOUNCES  
EARTH NOT ROUND GARBAGE, CONFOUNDING IOU   
UUITH ODD PARADOX;  NASA SCRAPES BARREL ~ TESTING  SPREAD E.L.F.  FLUORIDE  ETC. 

and the word 'firmament' is not what people are being told it means.  By definition, the Latin says: 
around, round about; having two; [hemispheres]   behold                   firma = strong foundation     am = en =

ment = the mind.     ament = the power in Love 
 

THE WORD "ROTUND" HAS 32 MENTIONS, noting the word  ROUND  sits within it, and the word ROUND is found 66 times. 
THE WORD "SPHER" is seen 29 times. 
 

Documentary || Mysteries at the National Parks || Documentaries 2015 HD  
while watching this as a movie (over three hours) think of all the hidden texts regarding the subjects under question 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rvf8YlQUDmc   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rvf8YlQUDmc
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ITEMS OF INTEREST 
Cigar-cylinder craft                                                Central Mexico highlands giant 
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10 5 4   Quand chief neuf monftres de Lauragues   When chief new monsters from/via  Lauragues. 
 AUSTRALIAN  COFFEE-MAKER CHEF HELEN MEAD MANAGES  ERUDITE  NOSTRADAMUS'   “FRAUDS”; 

o  COFFEE-MAKER  a military term for "dot-joiner"
IN  SKUNKUUORKS  U.F.O.             the false E.T. craft made at Skunkworks, PILOTED BY HUMANS, MOST LIKELY "SUPER-SOLDIERS" 

SHE  ATTENDED  TO  ASTRIONICS   pairs 10 76 2,  7 12 3, 7 13 3 and 4 72 4  (up to over 84 types of craft)

 'NOUU  TERM  CHIEF  LEGEND  NOSTRADAMUS  AS younger 

because NOSTRADAMUS KEEN FRIEND OF NELL, FOR 

 named  5 times in the Epistle to Henri as "the third peoples from before [ante] christ"

 2 37 1  De ce grand nombre que lon enuoyera       Of that great number [these Centuries] that one will send                     
line 2 says: To relieve those be.sieged in the fort/Earth – called a prison planet in 2 65 3 

MY UNARMED COMMAS ARE SAID FAULTS – BEING "LIT AS FRAUD"      LIT = spotlighted by the false prophets of 6 100

(in the quatrains where Lan and Lon minus apostrophe do not mean  'the year' nor 'one [person]' these words mean The An/ 
Anu the On/Oannes) and other punctuation such as where many named places do not show capitalization nor  vice-versa. 

 noting this quatrain line contains the quatrein about the "unarmed commas"!

Lauragues  
SAGE SAW LARGE LASER GALES LAW GREW REGAL.  LEGS/Eloim Alliances  WAR GALE RAGES, GEARS WAGES pays WAR LAWS AGES

10 76 2  A l'un qu'apres fera vaincu chaffe,  For one who afterwards will be vanquished, driven out: 
AVIAN (Cygnus, Grus,) SACHS  pocket shaped craft  VARIANCES  NELL  PARKS CHASES 

(C+F+ASTRIONICS) to study avionics, (space craft types and propulasion) so we can discern who is who 
 

7 12 3 Cahors, Moiffac iront long de la ferre, Ahors and Moissac will go far from the prison,/Earth 2 65 3 describes Earth Prison ship 
R/Draco HOMO-CROSS CONSORTIAL HORSE/Pegasus/Equulus/Centaur/Sagittarius RACE/Markab  LONG CONTROLLING NARCOSIS "quadriplegia" 
LEADERS.NOT.CARE. (the “horse race” would be the Markabians, or Tall Whites consorting with Draco Maitre) 

  HORSE/month CAR/Yule                                             "R" is also Sagittarius behind which sits Draco 
ARCHERESS  femal Sagittarian 4 72 4    RESEARCH   ASTRONOMIC   ASTRIONICS 
 

7 13 3 Chaffer fordide qui puis fera contraire,  Chasing the sordid elite  who will then be against him. 
CATARRHINES /nasal DERO DISORDERS NARCOSES;  UPRISES ERRATIC SCENARIOS,  CRASHES CROATIAN-ISUS TERRAIN 
o recently DARK JOURNALIST has had a series of videos regarding ancient Egyptian artifact finds in the Turkey area  
SAR.COSINE   UP  PRAISES,  ORDERS  ARCHERESS  SEARCH  IESUS  AUSPICES  SACHS 
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UP PRAISES,  ORDERS  ARCHERESS  SEARCH  IESUS  AUSPICES  SACHS and see the jellyfish craft in many medieval crucifixion art 
– google MEDIEVAL UFOs and go straight to “images” and go to the last pages there to see A  JELLYFISH  one  and a  BLACK CUBE 
also seen hovering in a vignette from the “Lost Manuscripts” painted by Cesar de Notredame.  pairs 7 13 3 TO STUDY C+F+ASTRIONICS 

 

We have seen the jellyfish craft recently in several parts of 
the world.  One in California (where it is silver in color) and 
in Norway (white in color). Image in EAGLE CHASED OFF BY OTHER BIRDS 
Not forgetting on a few crucifixion paintings. 
With a black cube appearing over Texas (having changed 
shape from a walnut), and not forgetting the Kaaba which is 
definitely a black cube attached to interesting warnings in 
these hidden texts... 
7 19 4 

 
 The pun sits in LEPER – wearing white 

gloves, with both VAGUEST and LEPER  meaning "not knowing"  

4 72 4 Saifir Condon & Marfan promptement. To seize Condon and Marsan promptly. 
 : CONDONES  MASTER NOTRADAME SAID  study  STAR  ASTRIONICS space U.F.O. s SEMINARIST CONSIDERATION

NAMES  
o SEMINARIST = Lay person/scholar. The collator is a Sagittarian. With over 84 different craft. The number is only a coincidence, since the 

 84 off worlders often have more than one type of craft each.  This forum is on its way too. As are the JESUS and the GIANTS forums.

o  Think of those Medieval artworks which show alien Gray types wearing popes raiment
FROM THE TEMPLATE, searching the word SARCOSINE 
10 70 1  
SENSICAL LEAFLETEER EXCELS TELL POLAR PILE. SCENARIOS LET.CLONE. 
NARCOSIS AEROBIC SARCOSINE CELAENO CROIX FEAR.BORACITE.  
EXCELSIOR OBIECT EX outside AFTER.APRIL.  
10 70 3 
INVERSED PARAMOURS SCENARIOS EACH.MAP.NARCOSIS.REASCEND UPROARS CONSIDERS.CHANCES.MAP.UNREVISED 
IS.ENCODERS.INVADER VAPOURISER.NEARED.END SARCOSINE 
7 25 4 
ARISING EULOGIAS NIGERIANS SCENARIOS CONGRESS UNSALTED SARCOSINE SAINTS ARSONIST ADROITNESS NARCOSIS 
DURATIONLESS IRAN.DESECRATIONS.UUANGLE.SIGN INCA 

If you were asked this question: 
is this a mysterious "sun simulator"? 

what would your answer be? 
Especially after seeing all those crop circles      

(& personally being witness via my telescope) 
it is very clear to me that this is the Golden Cube 

of the Elohim Alliances 
the very one which has been caught on record 

near our sun 
the same which hovered for several years in 

recent times over my area – then having lit our 
farm up for over an hour 

left for other places, such as Russia  
and has since been seen in some strange places 

like Portugal   
7 19 4 Aux citadius eftrange efpouvantal. 

SANITISED NATAL DIANES/Orion ACTINIDES (IN TRADES) INSTEAD A LUX glow INDICATES STRANGER UUEAPONS DISSENT: 
READERS' AGENT'S  RANGE  PERSONAGES  UUANT        no doubt about it. Found this the morning after a strange incident here 

May 29th 2017 5am to 6am – the entire farm lit up by the  witnessed by me and neice and nephew Golden Cube,
A /Cassiopeian and Elohim Alliances  LUX: bright light  RANGE could be a verb or a noun. STAR ANTS RIDE              continues 

FORGIVES ADEPT NELL FOR "UUANTING IN UUIT", IS ESSENTIAL FACT DUUELT IN PATIENCE! LATTICED DAHL DICTATES:
shaking my head. More than once recently I have had a minor complaint that They could have chosen someone with a faster 
"wit", it seeming that I am such a slow thinker. Here they explain that this is part of the plan, that better results [facts] arrive 
using patience!  
The other interesting detail in this line is that face in lace crop circle relates to the Cat Eyed Dahl "waiting and watching". 
AUUAIT TENTACLED DECAPITATER SATAN ANU ALA.LU FAUX PAS, TUUATTLED "EDIT PAUUNS, UUIN ASEXUAL LATER" 

this would relate to the word [c+f+]DILDO 

 

The pun sits in LEPER – wearing white gloves, VAGUEST and LEPER meaning "not knowing" VAGUEST  NATIVES  GET. 
o  
o  how many have you heard describing how the "vague leper" fits in?

pairs 7 2 3 Noir blanc à i'inde diffimulez en terre,        Indigo[sack cloth] masked  black white [grays] on land, 
pact 
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photo by Alexander 

C+F+LATTICE         7 19 4 
 

The face in Lace is a Dahl! 

 LATTICED  DAHL
the outgoing message had 
detailed the periodic table 
as it was known in 1974 
the return message 2001 
had included an omission in 
the 1974 table which is 
silica – essential to life 

 "RE-ENTERS   SILICA"

 

 

 

 
Here is an old D Russel 

photo of the Golden Cube in 
a crop circle. 

You will note the exterior 
looks roundish in the way 

the glow appears, allowing 
for the ellip-tical angle . 

the photographer caught 
the image sometime in the 

1990s 
 

cropcircleconnectors.com  

 
 

 
GOLDEN CUBE witnessed over Silsbury 2017  37:01min 

 
TWO GOLDEN CUBES OVER RUSSIA 

Dec 26 2012 
and see the PUTIN forum 

 
and for those who still think crop circles are a hoax 

 
 

 
NAÏVENESS  ʺGEM/Earth AS FLATʺ PEEVEDNESS... IS SIMPLE TEST 

7 15 2  Sept ans fera le fiege devant mis:    Seven years the siege will be put before                                
ANTENNAE  IS VIPERS’  LESS FAME FALSE ‘GIFT'-  less known false gift 

  sasar darts from the skies – at night 

FEED DEPRESSIVE TEENAGER, PIRATES  AIM  MAPS  MENAGERIE  AT REST /while you sleep 

SINE SENATE  SATAN  AHPEE  DEPRAVES,  ASSERT  ENSNARED  INSANE  RIFT 

These two   
crop squares  

response  to 

outgoing 1974  
Sagan message 

appeared next 
to each other at 

Chilbolton UK in 

August 2001 

The 1974 out 
going message 

was sent from 

the Arecibo radio 
waves dish in 
Puerto Rico & 

the answer came 

to the Chilbolton 

Observatory 
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MERGES;  V.I.P.  REPTILE ELITE  

 

MEAD GETS GLIMPSES , SEEN ‘UNSAFE’  FEARLESS  LEGEND RENEGADE  ‘MISFIT’ (they tell me one of my cronus visor visitors was 
o GEM  is always the Earth   M.E.= [multiple] directed energy. REFINED SIFTING – sort out facts from the fiction (PLAINER PASSAGE) 
o  the clue is within the word PLAN-ETT.  a celestial body  composed of many smaller planes, and always PLANET  EVENNESS  TEST:

shown as close  cropped images  in memes, so that the curvature cannot be seen due to perspective. Intentionally never ever 
providing the bigger picture, or one large enough to see the actual curvature of the horizon. One needs to be at least 300 
miles (483 klm) up for it to begin to take shape. Watching  a 1969 film taken by the camera on the exterior of a rocket 
launch – even at  350 klm (218 miles) the viewfinder still had a flattish horizon appearance with only a hint of a curve. 
Interesting that the distance of 300 miles (one hundred leagues) is named in 6 5 3 Samarobryn one hundred leagues off the hemisphere. 
Where "hemi" still means "half" and "sphere" still means "round". 

https://www.nexusnewsfeed.com/article/health-healing/scientists-witnessed-dna-protecting-itself-from-
radiation/  
 

https://www.nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/if-we-could-see-all-the-electromagnetic-radiation-
waves-around-us-would-we-still-accept-microwave-technology-as-safe/  
 

http://www.cropcircleconnector.com/2017/Tarlton/tarlton2017a.html  
 

''from Ann Diener: Scott Pruitt, Environmental Protection Agency Administrator, is trying to “restore regulatory sanity to 

EPA’s work” by allowing pesticides linked with brain damage in children and that kill endangered species to continue 
to be sold.  Dow Chemical, a major backer of the Trump campaign, is pressuring the EPA to ignore over 10,000 pages 
of scientific findings.             The link here seems to be a trifle mis-named, maybe it should read "insanity" 

http://www.veteranstoday.com/2017/04/20/epa-sanity-may-damage-childrens-brains-kill-wildlife/ 
 

Ancient Aliens Season 11 Episode 7 The Wisdom Keepers (Kariong Hieroglyphs at Brisbane Waters which I saw as a child in 1958) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h96pmxBPpEU 
 

Gerald Clark and Vatican Expert Confirm Anunnaki as Man's Genetic ... ▶ 1:21:13 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aZ3lCg3cQn4   
Vatican insider and biblical linguist and translator Mauro Biglino's work is discussed...  Jul 16, 2016 - Uploaded by Gerald Clark 
 

 

RECENTMAPS 
Projection instigated by Flat Earthers – vehemently ignoring one minor fact. It is a short boat ride from Australia to Antarctica. 
 

  
 
 

 

Yet – here we have Antarctica as it would have been (but minus the ice cap)  
in relation to the surrounding and nearby continents and islands when it was 
at the Equator. 
Indeed, those other land masses are still in the same relative proximity to 
each other.  Basically a hop skip and jump by water vessel.  All of them.  
This is a KNOWN fact – when an aeroplane leaves for a destination it does so 
with the fuel required to get there. 
Not one pilot ever – has had to arrange any more fuel than necessary to 
successfully complete his destination between Antarctica and any of these 
nearby land masses... 
Had we all been travelling according to the "flat earth" projection above, it 
would all need to be a slightly different story for fuelling an aeroplane for 
these Antarctic to Australia trips! 

https://www.nexusnewsfeed.com/article/health-healing/scientists-witnessed-dna-protecting-itself-from-radiation/
https://www.nexusnewsfeed.com/article/health-healing/scientists-witnessed-dna-protecting-itself-from-radiation/
https://www.nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/if-we-could-see-all-the-electromagnetic-radiation-waves-around-us-would-we-still-accept-microwave-technology-as-safe/
https://www.nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/if-we-could-see-all-the-electromagnetic-radiation-waves-around-us-would-we-still-accept-microwave-technology-as-safe/
http://www.cropcircleconnector.com/2017/Tarlton/tarlton2017a.html
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2017/04/20/epa-sanity-may-damage-childrens-brains-kill-wildlife/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h96pmxBPpEU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aZ3lCg3cQn4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aZ3lCg3cQn4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aZ3lCg3cQn4
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Here IS THE QUESTION: 
a) we know there was a mini 

ice age which encompassed 
just on 500 years ending 
1812-13,  and the very 
reason Napoleon failed to 
take Russia. 

b) so if these are maps made 
in the 1500's /16th century 
how can the land masses 
be detailed if they were 
covered in ice at the north? 

c) map on left shows dec-
reased seas due to ice age  

AND SEE MANY OTHER MAPS WHICH "SHOULD NOT BE" in LANGUAGE IS ENGINEERED Aug 27 pg 34 & 35 

 
                                             Jellyfish craft Norway 

Here is original 1969 footage of Apollo 11 from space not only showing our Earth, 
Christopher Baird shared a link to the group: REPTILIANS ALIENS DISCLOSURE. 
Yesterday at 3:24pm · Fort Collins, CO, United States ·  

Here is original 1969 footage of Apollo 11 from space not only showing our Earth, but also the rotation if you take screen 

shots of start and stop times for comparison. 

Not only that!!! 

The first 15 minutes is clear footage of the North Polar opening with clouds coming out from inside Earth. That's right moist 

tropical air of HOLLOW EARTH coming out of the North polar opening, hitting the outer atmosphere, and creating cloud 

vapor. This air exchange at the polar opening during winter creates the polar vortex that drives our wind direction in the 

winter. This is strong evidence for Hollow Earth. 

Find out what nearly every culture, religion, and alot of mytholgical stories known to man has spoken of. The underworld of 

the... 

HOLLOW EARTH 

The firmament is not a dome!!! 

It is the Aurora Borealis and Australis streams of charged particulate suspended within the cloud vapor exiting the poles and 

creating light from Solar charged particles incoming attracted to the Center Star*. Also known as the pillars of light in the 

midst of the waters. They seperate the salty waters of Outer Earth (face) from the fresh waters of Inner Earth (under 

Heaven). The same waters that come out, freeze, and cover the sea in winter. 

For more on our Hollow Earth look up Hollow Earth 3d on YouTube. 

Giant humans live inside our Earth. Because of the thicker crust near the poles more gravity is below a giants feet. Those 

giants stand 10' tall on average. The crust is much thinner near the equator and so the gravity in the crust is less. The giants 

at the equator inside Earth are 18' tall on average. 

Enjoy the footage. 

Watch "Apollo 11 Earth Views and Crew Activities (1969)" on YouTube 

https://youtu.be/VrFFbyuQqt4 

*Center Star 

Term I coined to distinguish the difference between the Center Star or what one would call the core in the Solid Earth 

Theory. It is hot ball of mostly heavy metals that remained center while the lighter crustal materials seperated from 

rotational momentum, (centrifugal force) and expanded outward. Mantle is in the center of the crust itself and kept warm by 

the moons tidal forces. 

The Center Star is not a nuclear furnace and retains it's magnetic properties because heat escapes every surface except the 

poles. At the poles cold atmosphere hits the poles cooling the Center Star aligning it into a powerful magnet. This constant 

flow of heat energy works like a dynamo keeping our magnetic charge, or so I have been told by others supporting my 

Hypothesis on of the Center Star as presented. The magnetic field, heat, and light it gives off are perpetual for now, because 

it is under it's own crushing weight and surrounded by a crust that insulates it from all the cold of outer space. It also gains 

heat from the tidal surface tugging on it by the moon/sun gravitational forces. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VrFFbyuQqt4&feature=youtu.be 

 
– ERRATO  OMISSION:

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100011334557347&hc_ref=ARSr_JSE-BpDilItThHjDCDyS7l8y5R5woXjw_5SdR4W5E9RPcxU97CY8WO586xU1EU
https://www.facebook.com/groups/441778046007401/permalink/778808165637719/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/441778046007401/?hc_ref=ARSr_JSE-BpDilItThHjDCDyS7l8y5R5woXjw_5SdR4W5E9RPcxU97CY8WO586xU1EU
https://www.facebook.com/groups/441778046007401/permalink/778808165637719/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Fort-Collins-Colorado/112825518732186
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutu.be%2FVrFFbyuQqt4&h=ATPGahY0wM9x9WGSd4MQH28ZmNskuNaVZy4Y_ixNvynBeXZ6oNplYN3YjSLO1E5N3U5mlt73mkcgHSlE69YcWQEwLrgAIiDKXKDNBr-1-gYuOaggWY1Jc5oEoSUmO4iN9FsEvRlJPb7KuUBp_C6GTa6cfwdoRfWMXo6x3HWxV9Dtt0WRvtxqBtxxpXKTZaV17liq5CLQp2RzG_SI3wmlo5Cw6b7GDCXBxdSj3kMz4szLPvZNYqJme1Yv31FnI1F2q2PoqKzc1ob56LpXTBcY08TiY-0R0sk7LJQCKbGFRAXc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VrFFbyuQqt4&feature=youtu.be
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Appearing in the forum CONSCIENCE & CONCIOUSNESS – one detail I forgot to highlight here – in the image on the right 
which shows a giant with what purports to be a Jesus (with his huge right arm) –  hovering above them is a Vril craft- 

 those of the "third peoples of  ante-christ" – the fallen ones, the impersonators.

 
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/geopolitics/bases-at-black-swan-black-goo-special/  
First hand account of the British recovering crates or tanks of Black Goo from the Thule Island "refinery", in 1982, by "John" who 
was charged with destroying the remaining facilities after the three Royal Navy Ships, one submarine and a container ship took 
from the base what they came for. 
This is the first ever Actual witness to the base to come forward in a public domain.The Black Goo, a sentient fluid, was taken 

back to the UK, where ultimately it was used in computers, and 25 or more... 
                    found this (above and below) while researching  VIGNETTE TOO FEUU INVESTIGATE FIT  7 19 4 I  wonder if the vignette is the one with the black cube & jellyfish craft in it 

Presage 13 i555 Nouembre. La nuict le Grand blessé poursuit le coffre. (this La could be L.A. or LA sinkhole) LA at night great wounding  
REPTILE BULLET-PROOF LUCIFER, TURNS OFF CALENDAR CENTURIES CORRUPTS DULL ISTANBUL PRINCE OTTÖ 
Presage 13 i555 Nouembre. La nuict le grand blessé poursuit le coffre continues LA Great night pursuing the wounded ELF towers  

SLEEPING DUO AUUAKEN  either/and sleeping giants of Mother Shipton which we have all been taking to mean super-  
volcanoes, but, scarily could also mean those hibernating Dero ones – under National Parks and the “contained” giant that 
the “scientists” have had to draw a “redline” under... not sure which is the more frightening  

 

 it seems that the "darts from the skies" are of a nuclear description 
Presage 13 i555 Nouembre. Le grand du ciel soubs la Cape donra (“c” is also “k”) 

Oh ! I wonder if this also refers to Depleted Uranium, which is repurposed into bullets, to be made nastier  

 “FINES” is the detritus. CREEDLESS means not recognising any difference between living things.  
  So it is those from Centauri which encourage it – those which "walk like Donald Duck – and float out of preference".earthfiles.com  
 When military men have been introduced to these grays, they often faint, and are warned not to faint prior to the meeting.  

3:2:1 VOICE ACTIVATION CONFERS MATERIAL MATTER 
V is the Andromeda Council, said to be dimensional beings, therefore 
“conferring material matter” indicates they must “pass on” duties which 
are of a material format, such as handing to the Procyons the job of 
clearing out the reptilian bases worldwide. This was done by sonics 

ASTONISHING LAUNCH ENCOMPASS  EARTH TO 
MILKY WAY – MYSTERIOUS SECRET 
POSSESSING FOREIGN MATERIAL STABILIZER   
CONSCIOUS SPIRIT ~ ENTIRE COGENCY 

able to think while using the Star gate 
UNEQUALLED AEGIS BEYOND  
ORBITING PLANETOID CITY ~ ARK AT THE FOOT 

AEGIS a protective shield or force field 
Is the ARK  the “VITRIM” of Cassiopeia In other lines as the “Lunar 
nurseries” Astonishing launch = moving Earth out of harm’s way 

3 2 
       Le divin verbe donrra a la substance   

The divine word frequency will give substance to  

       Comprins ciel, terre, or occult au laict mystique:  

Heaven, earth,  gold hidden included within mystic milk 
(the sun/Leo) in the Milky Way- and  gold = ormus 

      Corps, ame esprit ayant toute puissance  

Body, soul, spirit having all (the same) power  quantum physics 

       Tant soubs ses pieds comme au siege Celique  

AS MUCH UNDER ITS FEET AS IN THE HEAVENLY SEE  

   

BLACK PYRAMID MISSING AT GIZA  December 2017 – the world is beginning to notice 
https://www.ancient-code.com/ancient-texts-reveal-a-black-pyramid-is-missing-at-the-giza-plateau/  
“The principal pyramids are at the east, south-east of Gize …..There are four of them; that deserve the greatest attention of 
the curious,; for tho, we see seven or eight others in the neighborhood, they are nothing in comparison to the former. ……. 
……..The two most northerly pyramids are the greatest and have five hundred feet perpendicular height. The two others are 
much less, but have some particularities, which occasion their being examined and admired.” 
It is s without coating, closed and resembles the others, but without any temple like the first. It has, however, one 
particular deserving remark; which is, that its summit is terminated by a single great stone, which seems to have 
served as a pedestal…the fourth pyramid has been made, upwards above the middle, of a stone more black than 
the common granite, and at least as hard. Its summit is of a yellowish stone. I shall speak elsewhere of its top, 
which terminates in a cube. It is, moreover, situated out of the line of the others, being more to the west…it makes 
a series with the three others.” 

https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/geopolitics/bases-at-black-swan-black-goo-special/
https://www.ancient-code.com/ancient-texts-reveal-a-black-pyramid-is-missing-at-the-giza-plateau/
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Steve S   4 hours ago 
"The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation kills and cripples 
innocent children with vaccines as well as involuntarily sterilizes 
women. Seize his assets...all of them..."              
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fnizFzgS39M&feature=em-
uploademail 
 

C+F+VIRUS   noting  Calf  Lymph           C+F+BRUCELLOSIS 

 

9 94 GalleresVratiflavesMyfne FRINGE EVIL VI ELEVEN  [elite] 

FLY RING VERGE EVER LYING, RIG ENGINEER VILE LASSA-
MALTABrucellosis VIRUS ALIVE 
 

7 21 VOLFIQUE SORGUES:  
SEQUEL IS VIRUS 

GRIEVOUS LEO VI  EGOES  FLOGS FOUL GLUES UUOLF Rockefeller 
QUEUES VIGOUR  SEGUÉE  COURSES  FUELS chemtrails 

 

9 94 GalleresVratiflavesMyfne 

IS FEVERLESS SMELLY   MALE MAITRE GRAYLE-GREYS  
 

LASSA-MALTA (Brucellosis) VIRUS FEVER ALARMS SAGE: SANG TELL STARVING - SAVE GIRLS SAFELY AT LAST LEVEL 
(RELEVANT LIVING ‘LIFELESS’ IN GRAVE) [that level] this partly refers to the "Battle for Dulce 1979 when over 4,000 sex 
slaves were saved due to intervention by Jimmy Carter following his ratification of  the 1978 "Treaty 5" exchanging tech-
nology for "trade in men" meaning humans. I say partly because this is current and ongoing.  Do your re-search, starting 
with Phil Schneider videos. 
 

ENOCH AND ANTARCTICA 
Proof on how the Nephilim will Return 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Sv-8di7v98 
 

Footnote SEXUAL ROGUES and see FARMED INFANT (C+F+INFANT) 
From the forum 84 EXTRA-TERRESTRIALS  in which the dark blue means negatives 

 

OK, I am reminded once again that they never take me to past work without a reason for doing so... 
see the word UNCITED PERSEUS STAR (which is Algol) REPULSES AYSE REGENT STEERSMAN – this 
refers to the real death of Nostradamus in the time gate planetoid (an orb) – September 19 2011, which 
I was made witness (a story requiring full rendition all on its own).  
The [stargate] STEERSMAN was UUilliem52 of whom Nostradamus was "quite fond".  UUilliem52 was  a  two -
brained E.N.E., a "he-rod/j-rod" noetic being and the true HERO, having volunteered to return at the 1947 Roswell 
incident (and possibly the 1941 event too) in order to repair timelines. (Refer Dan Burisch – who sent him home). 
 

NOT COMPLETELY  FINISHED  but I thought many of you might like to see it over the holidays 
to define SARCOSINE... see as follows 
 

FROM THE TEMPLATE meant to be in FLATEARTH  searching the word S ARCOSINE 
define SARCOSINE =  crystalline amino acid as a product of metabolizing  creatine, a compound found in protein which 
synthesizes the storage of energy (when attached to phosphate molecules) It is known as a "legal steroid" for athletes 

  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCiMKHYz0QmRaNxxsAgZtUsA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fnizFzgS39M&lc=Ugw8-qRfgW7koHrGfLZ4AaABAg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fnizFzgS39M&feature=em-uploademail
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fnizFzgS39M&feature=em-uploademail
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Sv-8di7v98
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For the purposes of these texts, those which have a muscular structure which needs or uses sarcosine are of the crystalline 
entity and as it turns out, of a negative-towards-humanity-type, albeit, in need of oxygen. This is an important detail and 
not a trifle one, since A.I. does not need oxygen. Push come to shove with opposing take-over merchants – requirements 
for maintaining an atmosphere are high  on their list for at least two of the opponents in the three-ways starwars.  
Are these the so called  crystal-based creatures of Corey Goode's repertoire?  His notorious "blue avians"? 
 

Here is your opportunity to see the flow of Their methodology. On a previous page the font of these lines has been 
diluted to gray in colour to remind me not to forget to do them. Those words are straight from Allan Webber's 
Computerized Template. Here is the result of re-aligning them to create context and meaning – coupled with those 
directions from Da Vinci (first page of LANGUAGE IS ENGINEERED) to "play the sentences like a piano". 
Maybe I should point out there is a protocol to follow (provided from within the Template lines) collater to at first 
"BOX THE LINES" 9 1 3  UNITED  E.A. ORBS CODE OUR GENEROUS CUBE SOURCE OBSCURED,  TRIED proven  RESOURCE. TRAINED 

DECODER UNDER. BOX  LINES AS BALANCED  & 2 4 3 FARAUUAY COCEBURN (collator is Cockbrun-Parks)  BOX  YA’S  LINES – LINEALLY. 

then to find the "foot measure" to get the "balanced" picture.  The result can be a "pacman" or a "sharkfaced" appearance 
of the shape of those lines. Once I learned that,  I was amazed at how the context and meaning became acutely obvious. 
There were thirty eight pages of similar "directions" to the collator.  Well, not similar, but dissimilar. 
Amongst these directions are guidance towards using "aphesis" (silent letters, such as the "H" in Allah) and "ditrochee"  

10 70 1  L'oeil par object fera telle excroiffance,              Through looking glass cronus visor an object will grow,  ("c" is also "k") 

SENSICAL LEAFLETEER NELL EXCELS; TELL POLAR  PILE. Alcyone, Atlas, Maia SCENARIOS LET allow LEPER  you & me TRACE  CLONE.  
AEROBIC requires oxygen CELAENO a star in the Pleiades CELIBATE SARCOSINE crystalline entity FEAR  BORACITE pyro-electric crystalline NARCOSIS.  
EXCELSIOR ARABIC  ALLAH  CROIX  BLACK BOX OBIECT (Kaaba) CRAFT ALIEN CEREBRAL BACTERIA  EX outside AFTER  APRIL.  

o recall previous details about the Kaaba. Also in very recent times (Nov-Dec 2017) there has been some mention by 
space agencies of discoveries of  unknown bacteria in outer space 

 JEER AT TOXIC PEACE-KEEPER OF CAREFREE ELITE – BE ARABIC OIL "BARBARIC PEACE OFFICER"  JOB  
 (FABRICATE LIKE FOX FOE IN COOP)  where the Sharia Arabs have been put in charge of the  Women's Council !..

/Ninurta /Lord  /Russia's /Putin   

 In recent months we have learned the BRAT (made that way by the Aldebaran sexual rogues) is James Casbolt a.k.a 
Ninurta – who loved his mother so much he made lovely gardens for her.  

 so it seems, that Casbolt/Ninurta often bucks the traces of his heritage (which is why Ninurta was locked in the 
Saqqara tomb, to escape after centuries  "nearly mindless") despite being programmed to "be activated soon" – his 
own instincts rebel against the damage (to humanity) that his "Manchurian candidate" actions stimulate.  This line     
is saying he is very happy that Russia is defending herself against the alien New World Order take-over. An event 
which has appeared in their "RARE BELL" – the "docking bell portal"  

1 29 
WHEN THE LAND AND AQUATIC  FISH 
ARRIVES THROUGH INDISTINCT WAVES –  

 

 MATERIALISING IN ALIENATING DOCKING BELL

ACCOMPANIED ALL OVER THE  SEA 
EBONICS FORCE FIELD ARTICULATED  

 

 

The Oannes 
Much like a hologram, but “beam me down”  will suffice 
The beings SOLIDIFYING and separating from each other 
Some form of Stage Gate ~ Stargate 
In great numbers from the direction of the sea*, (Aden stargate 
and an area in the skies) but they arrive “aching, beaching” in two 
other lines 
The force EBONICS (sonic-ebony) field disguises them 

10 70 1 continues        L'oeil par object fera telle excroiffance,     
REJECT BEFORE:  meaning during the deceptive A.D. age 
ELECTRICAL  CORE  FORCE gravity   BALL 'S COIL  SPINNER,  AFTER  ROAR. meaning  after what ends that A.D. age
o saying a flat planet would be FEEBLE  
o ELECTRICAL CORE of Earth  FORCE gravity BALL sphere COIL torque SPINNER – which turns the round Earth, but not a flat 

Earth (back to the night time and daylight  explanations) 
o Presage 102     SELF-HATE LIFTS KAABA UP. This is interesting.  All those pilgrims circling the Kaaba would be producing an 

unbelievable energy. Just say, that on one given occasion they all arrive producing a ʺhatred haloʺ. Emanating the energy of hatred. 

o BALL 'S COIL  SPINNER,  AFTER. At first this was lost on me. One thing to learn when working with these words 
is to have utter faith in what is  stated (such as the word DALEK – that took some faith).     After a few days, the 
meaning of this finally came to me (thank you  for  the vexing "internet disconnected" across  the 

last week, other-wise this would have gone to print before I got the meaning). The hint thrown at us  (you and 
me) here is that the inner core spinning creates electricity, to be more explicit – electro magnetic force. Think 
of this: Orbital Revolving Magnetic Energy. ORME.  From which is derived the word ORMUS.  The spinning ele-
ctrical forces of DNA ... recall  Circular Molecular Phenomenom and Dodecahedral  Magnetic Frequencies?  
Better question though: is this the real reason for convincing the plebs that Earth is flat? That she has no core? 
Therefore – altering the science of the spinning inner  Earth's core? Now, why plonk the words "AFTER ROAR" 
in this context? Now take this one step further. Two magnetized fly wheels  in parallel (tandem) aligned true 
north south; turning in opposite directions to each other. This is one of our 17 sources of Free Energy currently 
used in India – which your western hemisphere gubberment do not want you to know about. 
“ELEMENTARY ATOM GEOMETRY”3 2 4 DERO COLLECTIONThe Circular Molecular Phenomenon of a Dodecahedral. Phi Quantum physics?   

2 94 4 Sans efchapper vn quart d’vn milion  i555 publication   

 NOVELnew  DNA MOLECULAR  FREQUENCIES REVOLVED,    
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4:74:2 Tous affemblez contre ceux d'Aquitaine ASSUMES IOU ARE ACQUAINTEDthatCOCK-SURE TAX-EFFICIENT BATTLE-AXE USA 
ASSEMBLES BRAZEN TOXIC BLAZES CONCRETE CENTRE: EXOTIC ALIEN ISRAEL DEMONS BLOUU-OUT AMAZED REDNECKS, 
(UUANTED FORESKINS) EXULTANT BENEFITS UUARS ASKEUU (IS EXCRETAL X-RATED BUTTOCKS ANTI-UUOMENIZER INFECTOR) 

BLACK CUBE KAABA ALA.LU ARAB ISLAM-MUSLIM CRETIN FACTION EFFECTED BOMB TUUIN TOUUERS. in GIANT SPIDERS 

UUE CUT-OFF BRUTAL SNAKE DOZEN  

10 70 3 Champ arroufe viendra en defcroiffance,  Fields Markabian watered by EnKi will come to shrink,  

SARCOSINE U.N PARAMOURS SCENARIOS: VAPOURISER EACH MAP, CONSIDER MAPS CHAOS UPROAR 
IS  E.D. R.O.   ENCODERS'  NARCOSIS INVADERS REVISED REASCEND.  CHANCES  INVERSED  NEAR  END   

7 25 4   Gualois ærain, figne croiffant de Lune.         Gallic (Norman French) brass, (October) and the crescent sign of the Moon. Islam 

o there is a need to explain æ since your Anagram Genius will not pick it up as individual letters, ensuring this will become  
a "leftover" letter.  A and E conjoined means on a Sunday, also -paper-birch-barque-Earth,  and anagrammed means E'A. 
One might also suggest E and A stand for Eloim Alliances. 

 

 U.N. SARCOSINE "SAINTS" SALTED ARSONIST INSTANT ADROITNESS IN NARCOSIS/sleep INCLUSIUE OF NO DURATION  
GIFTS LESS AGEING, CONFIGURED GOOD GENUINE FOOD, UUATER  ICE, RAIN, AIR.  

INOFFICIOUS ENDURING GARDENER DIFFERING FLAT~ Æ =   

 'INFIDEL ARROGANCE SINECURE' = IGUANA ANGEL-FACED DINOSAUR  

OGRE ALIEN SCOFFING OUR ROUND Æ earth FACT AS FICTIONAL LIES INTO CONFUSION IDEA:   

FLAG ANCIENT SINFUL ANU GIRAFFE Camelopardalis DERO-FLORA URANITE USE ORIGINAL SNIFFING ORGAN, GAINS SOULS SELF-RUIN  

RUSSIANS DILIGENCE: SUFFERING GUILE OF CRUEL GIANT LEO ALIEN  'GOD'  (OF LONDONER DIALOGUE GENOCIDE GUIDANCE) 
o Taking the word SARCOSINE to mean both muscular and derived via a crystalline based life form, if I SARCOSINE "SAINTS" 

have put the adjective "sarcosine" in its right place, it speaks of shapeshifters in the U.N.  Noting LONDONER is David Icke. 
o   Instantaneous death. The words SASAR and LASER SALTED spiced ARSONIST INSTANT ADROITNESS  ...  OF NO DURATION

are also in this line   
o INOFFICIOUS  humble  ENDURING  GARDENER   is EnKi/E'Yah Gardener of the Living Library DIFFERING of the opposite opinion

o FLAT~  =FLAT EARTH Æ

o DERO-FLORA URANITE recall the detail about hubred fallen ones with botanical DNA?   ANTHEROZOID was the word in 2 67 1 
ASKHENAZI FOOL BANKSTERS HAVE REDLINE AROUND RED HEAD, CLUE: VIOLENT CLEVER ANTHEROZOID...  
thus the red haired giant is  a  hubred plant based creature with high intelligence, as are the DERO, but with lower  common sense 

o antherozoid - Dictionary Definition 
n. a motile male gamete of a plant such as an alga or fern or gymnosperm. Synonyms: spermatozoid Type of: gamete. a 
mature sexual reproductive cell having a single set of unpaired chromosomes 

SNIFFING ORGAN = nose sinus the word ORIGINAL has deeper meaning. It indicates that there were many creatures with this 
feature – a sinus which can resonate frequencies, such as Sasquatch. The sound waves can make them invisible, make humans 
"quadraplegic" and levitate. One other feature is to render humans non-thinking. And in 2 2 3 SAMPLE ANGEL SPAUUN 
ANTHERO PLANT GENE ALLELE DERO BRANCH GRANDEST PAN giant crossbred  LEGENDS SPRAUUL ENGLAND MAPS  
BURGLAR DRAGON CAMELOPARDALUS-HUMAN-BRED ANTHERO DNA MEGA NASAL DERO ABLE CHANGE APPEARANCE 
o Camelopardalus area near Ursa Major and Orion ANTHERO DNA = botanical NASAL they use the sinus as a sonic resonator 
CRAPULENT HUGE RED-HEAD: ENCHANTED SHAMEFUL GERMAN S.S. PAUUN: FLAUNTS U.F.O. (BEATEN) GERMAN FLEET 
CAN BE A HANDSOME SORT, RANGE ALL OUER EARTH, NEANDERTHAL  DERO  LEGEND:  EUEN UNDER THE SOUTH POLE. 

1 79 2 Efmeus par loix querelle & monopole:  PARLOUS MELEES PERU – SPUMES EXQUIRE (go out) ARMS (in Gemini)  
3 79 1 L'ordre fatal sempiternal par chaisne   The fatal everlasting order by Chani/chain links 
FEAR LAST ASIARCH LORD, AFTER CHILEANS SIMPLE FATE   ("Vermont to Chile", over Guiana (10 39) 
OLDER PLANIMETERS (orbits now) ASPHERICAL (not circular, that is, elliptical*)  
I.S.S. FORT FEARƒ  SERAPHICAL  AS  EPARCHIAL ALIEN –ARCH  STAR SHAPER CERNS yes, plural. Many on Earth 
[we are told these are from Cepheus orbiting  in the Black Knight]  

 there is a video which showed footage the Russians in the MIR station caught of gigantic flying Seraphim  
READ CHANI’S ENTIRE PARCEL   meaning not just the CHANI Project – but these texts, which are his as well
*An elliptical orbit would cause mini ice ages and difficult to predict seasons  

RELATES: ASPHERICAL nonspherical , i.e: flat  PLANIMETERS  measured planes says to measure planes 
READ OLD-MAN NOTREDAME-ORNAMENT-TRANS   SATAN'S PRE-NATAL INFANT ALARM: PONDERER/MEAD'S
AIM  PARANORMAL NAPALM (MADE FIRES AS POE ARSON) AT PRE-MARITAL  STARDOM HOLLYWOOD FONDLERS 
: ILL-FATED MENTAL POSER FLIES "SMART" AIRPLANE S,  SATELLITE,  IS ADRENAL ROMP:  they "get off" on it 
ETERNAL HALF-NORMAL HARDCORE SAPIENT PIRATE CHARMERS SASARED MODERN  SPHERICAL  EARTH'S CORE  
o TRANS  PONDERER – what a great pun! The word LEAFLETS  (pdfs) followed "MEAD'S" but I needed the room
ENTHRALLER  IS SCHOLARS'  PILFERER  RE-PLACES CALENDAR;  FALSE CHARLATON FAECES FALLEN ONES  THRILL  
(ARCHON PARALLEL-ISM) PRIMES  ELITE LOSER = APRIL,  SMALLER DESECRATERS HARM TO FELL PROLETARIAN 
o SCHOLARS'  the words  ALARMIST PARKS  SCHOLAR  is what it said, but Sylvie Ivanova has done more work with the added 

calendar/s than I have, so I prefer it to read  SCHOLARS'  plural, and there have been many other such scholars. 
o SMALLER DESECRATERS = the  Zeta Reticuli greys 
o FAECES FALLEN ONES   those from Pleiades, the "faeces" under the tail of Taurus. From Atlas, Alcyone &  Maia 
o ARCHON PARALLEL-ISM  either interdimensional or just the same as  
o PRE-NATAL INFANT ALARM   no one can argue that aborting babies right up to term is anything but satanic 
o POE ARSON =  human combustion, even spontaneous human combustion – which fascinated Poe & Dickens 

CHASTEN PRIMORDIAL FALSE TRENCHANT contractual  SLEEPER - REAPER 

o = Cepheus King of kings in which sits Elephant: holding the Branch (DNA) in his arm,. 
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Round Earth 

 
  

  
 

7 26 2 Sera livree une mortelle guerre: (Webber)  
EVEN MORE TRUE ISRAEL ILLEGAL REVENGE –RE:  METEOR  AVENUE  RUINS  VERMONT10 92 4 "VERMONT TO CHILE" 
 
 
Reminder from Allan Webber       Even more true Israel illegal revenge - ruins Vermont 
(recall VERMONT TOWARDS CHILE) A FALSE ASTEROID AND "OVER DUTCH GUIANA" in 10 39 

 7 26 1 Fustes & galees autour de sept navires, 
President decrees is immune gun despite crimes degree 

 7 26 2 Sera livree une mortelle guerre: 
Even more true Israel illegal revenge - ruin Vermont 
 7 26 3 Chef de Madric recevra coup de vivres, 
CHIEF DEVICES CARRIED PURE SOURCE - PRODUCES RADIUM 

 7 26 4 Deux eschapees & cing meneesa  terre. 

Reduces Earth, these enemies think hate excuses such excess 
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